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theMurray Ledger St Times
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 11,1977 In Our 98th Year 15c Per CoPY v•hun`s' 
'Son Of. Sam'
Is Apprehended
NEW YORK (AP) — A $35 ticket for
parking too near a fire hydrant led
police to a reclusive postal worker they
said was "Son of Sam," the night
stalker who killed six young persons
and wounded seven with his .44-caliber
revolver.
The arrest came as' David Berkowitz,
24, left his apartment house Wednesday
night in suburban Yonkers and
encountered police, who had staked out
the building.
Police said that as Berkowitz stepped
into his car, they asked him who he
was, and Berkowitz replied: "I'm Son
of Sam. Okay, you've got me." He
offered no resistance, police said.
"We have him," a police spokesman
for 1st Deputy Police Commissioner
James Taylor told reporters later.
Berkowitz was formally booked today
at the 84th Precinct in Brooklyn on
charges of second-degree murder,
attempted murder, assault and
possession of a deadly weapon in the
murder of Stacy Moskowitz, 20, the
killer's latest victim. Her date, Robert
Violante, 20, was wounded and may
never see again.
Wearing wornout blue jeans, a light
blue and white striped shirt and light
brown suede shoes, Berkowitz smiled at
reporters as a cordon of police moved
him out of the precinct house and took
him to a nearby criminal court for
arraignment later in the day.
Police said the most serious charge
was second-degree murder because
New York State law permits first-
degree murder charges only in cases
where the death penalty is allowed, as
in the slaying of a police officer.
Neighbors in Yonkers, a city of
150,000 on the northern border of New
York City, described Berkowitz as "a
nice guy" who kept to himself,
Police said they seized two shotguns
in his seventh-floor apartment and a
.44-caliber Charter Arms Bulldog
revolver Berkowitz carried with him as
he entered his cream-colored Ford
Galaxie sedan outside his apartment
house. They said he also carried a
brown bag with two dozen bullets and a
poem.
Ballistics tests early today confirmed
the revolver was the same one which
was used in the killing of Miss
Moskowitz, police said.
The poem described the death of a
young woman — "... And huge drops of
lead poured down upon her head until
she was dead ..."
Police said they found a submachine
gun in a gunny sack in Berkowitz' car
and also found several notes in his car
and apartment, one of which warned
that Son of Sam would kill again.
"'I want to see the animal's face that
took my baby's life," Miss Moskowitz'
mother, Neysa, said today. ''And I want
him to see me."
A newspaper, a television station and
columnist Jimmy Breslin said today
that police had told them that
Berkowitz, a night superintendent at a
post officee in the Bronx, said he
planned to strike next in Suffolk
County, on the far end of Long Island.
They said he allegedly planned to use
See 'SON OF SAM,'
Page 14, Column 4
ARTHRITIS ACHIEVEMENT — Mrs. Billy (Laurel Parker) P'Pool, now of
Murray, pictured left, was presente4 with a special award by Ms. Rita Mc-Lucas,
right, Western Area Representative of the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation. This award was given for 100 per cent certificate of achievement
for exceeding the campaign goal in Trigg County in 1976 when she resided in
Cadiz. She and her husband, Dr. P?ool and children, William Charles and
Mark, now reside in Murray. Mrs. P?ool daughter of Mr. and Mrs Dalton
Parker of Murray, will serve as publicit), chairman for the Arthritis Drive in
Murray and Calloway County this year in September. Cooperating in the local
arthritis drives this year will be the Calloway 4-11 Council, the Future
Homemakers of America Chapters of Murray High School and Calloway
County High School, and the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Plans for the drive will be announced at a later date
Wholesale Prices
Decline In July
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices declined for the second month in
row in July as farm and processed food
prices kept dropping, the Labor
LIBRARY PROJECT—Evelyn M. Cox, left, Norma Thomas, center, and Debbie Cook, right, have been named as new
members for the expanded Outreach program for the Calloway County Public library. Don Pace is the coordinator,
Expanded Outreach Program Result
Of Title VI Public Service Project
The Title VI Public Service Project
funded for Calloway County from the U.
S. Department of Labor has resulted in
an expanded Outreach Program for the
Calloway County Public Library. The
inside today
project is headed locally by Don Pace
who is the coordinator for participating
agencies and the new employees.
Three new staff members, Mrs.
Evelyn M. Cox, Mrs. Debbie Cook, and
One Section — 14 Pages
Suzanne M. Keeslar has recently returned from Europe
after directing the French section of the Kentucky
Institute for European Studies. See the story on Page Four
of today's edition.
mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy, warm and
humid tonight and Friday with a
chance Of thiniderstornis. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 70s.
Highs Friday in the mid 80s.
Winds southwesterly to 10 miles
an hour tonight. Rain chances 50
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Mrs. Norma Thomas, have been
employed to coordinate the library
project. They are working under the
direction of Mrs. Gerry Reed who has
worked with Library Outreach
programs prior to the new accelerated
project. The new employees are
receiving special training in their
respective positions and will be
attending an educational workshop held
at Murray State University beginning
in September.
"Outreach Project" will primariiy.
provide library services to the elderly'.
minority groups, physically
handicapped, and persons who are in
the disadvantaged category. Examples
of services offered are: Story Hours on
a regular basis ifideprived or remite
areas; programs and film showings. .
nursing homes, hospital, and senior
citizen centers; the delivery of talking
books and special reading material to
the blind and physically handicapped.
and special aid to institutions whici.
house underprivileged, mentally
retarded or physically handicapped
citizens.
"For years we have seen the need for
a program that extends the service,
offered by the library and bookmobile.
It now seems we will be able to take the
library to the people in hopes that all •
will become more aware of what the





The decline of one-tenth of a per cent
in the wholesale price index was not so
big as the seven-tenths decrease the
month before. But it marked the first
two-month drop since winter, 1975.
Wholesale price changes usually
show up at the conatuner level
eventually, but so far grocery store
food prices have continued going up.
They rose eight-tenths of a per cent in
the latest consumer report in June.
The price of raw farm products
declined in July 1.8 per cent after a 6.8
per cent decline the month before. In
the last three months, farm rices have
dropped 10.6 per cent, on a seasonally
adjusted basis.
The wholesale index, which often
provides the first indication of a change
in consumer prices, dropped six-tenths
of 1 per cent in June, the biggest decline
in nearly four years. Prices received by
farmers fell 6.3 per cent.
While farm prices can be volatile, the
Agriculture Department reported in
advance that farm prices fell 2 per cent
from June 15 to July 15.
Wholesale price changes usually
show up at the consumer level
eventually, but so far grocery store
food prices have continued going up.
They rose eight-tenths of 1 per cent in
the latest consumer report in June.
A White House spokesman said after
the June wholesale report that price
increases during the second half of the
year are likely to be more moderate
than the first half.
Open House Set
At Calloway High
Open house will be held at the new
cafeteria and library addition to the
Calloway County High School on
Sunday. August 14, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.
m.
The addition to the high school
building on College Farm Road was
started in July 1976 and completed in
June of this year.
MHS Annuals
Not Received Yet
The Murray High School annuals for
the school year, 1976-77 have not been
received at the school as yet, according
to Sherry Runyon and Debbie Wilson,
co-editors, and Evon Kelley. yearbook
sponsor.
Mrs. Kelley said the annuals will be
distributed after school opens on.
Monday, August 22, with the dates and




The Calloway founty Sheriff's Office
has reported discovering 43 plants of
marijuana growing in the county
Deputies said•the stand of marijuana
was found on the old Murray-Concord
Road, east of Cherry Corner.
Warrants are being taken, but ,no
rraidahavelsexsocrirrek-atitti,vt;;;Masewn'
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
A week-long band camp for
Montgomery Central High School
ended 24 hours early today as the 90-
piece band returned back to
Cunningham, Tn., after 18 hand
members spent the night in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, suffering
from what is now thought to be heat
dehydration.
The bizzare incident unfolded about
2 p. m. Wednesday afternoon in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of Murray
State University.
According to several of the band
members, the group had gone through a
rigorous four-hour workout between 8
a. m. and noon Wednesday. After
breaking for lunch, the group arrived
on the auditorium stage about 1:30 p.
m. for sectional rehearsals.
Suddenly, according to one band
member, "the clarinet section began
dropping out like flies."
The students left the auditorium and
were transported about a half-mile
across the campus to Richmond Hall
where they had been lodged for the
camp.
Campus police were notified and
ambulances came to pick up the
students. Most of the students
complained of having headaches, being
dizzy, nauseated and some even said
they were losing feeling in their fingers
and hands.
A total of 17 students were
immediately taken to the hospital and
after being placed under oxygen, were
released a few hours later. One student
collapsed about 4 p. m. and was taken to'
the hospital.
At first, university officials were
baffled and there were several different
theories at to what might have caused
the incident. Food poisoning was ruled
out because there were two other high
school groups also holding a band camp
and all of the students had eaten lunch
at the university cafeteria.
Some of the students said when they
firc_entered Lovett Auditorium, there
The 'cloud of smoke' turned out to be
concrete dust and that led university
officials to the idea that fumes from a
gas compressor outside the building
had mixed with the concrete dust and
caused the students to become ill.
The concrete was coming from
beneath the auditorium where a
foundation was being torn down.
Montgomery Central band director
Bob Wilson said he smelled the "strong,
gaseous odor" in the building. Wilson
said the group had been inside for over
an hour and he didn't believe the
students had suffered any type of heat
exhaustion.
MSU president Dr. Constantine
Curris said late Wednesday afternoon
that the illness was probably caused by
by-products from the concrete dust and
the compressor.
The situation became even more
unusual at approximately 9 p. m.
Wednesday night %hen 18 students
were again taken back to the local
hospital.
According to the hospital
administrator, Stuart Poston, 14 of the
18 were in the group Wednesday
afternoon and four of those admitted
Wednesday night were in for the first
time.
Late Wednesday afternoon, Poston
said the symptoms seemed to be caused
by carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide
poisoning. But Thursday morning,
Poston said doctors had diagnosed the
illness as "dehydration caused by heat
prostration."
University officials monitored Lovett
Auditorium Wednesday and there were
no gas leaks found in the building.
TO THE HOSPITAL —Fellow Montgomery Central hand students carry Scott
McWhorter from Richmond Hall to an awaiting car which rushed him to the
emergency room at the Murray-Calloway CoutILY...HOspital. McWhorter was
treated and released at the hospital and was not among the 18 students who
returned again to the hospital for further treatment Wednesday_night.
Hospital doctors diagnosed the illness that sent the 18 students to the
hospital as "dehydration caused from heat prostration."
(staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
0
Day Care Class Is Now
Accepting Applications
_ The day care class at the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center is now accepting applications
for enrollment.
The pre-school class, ages 3 to 6,
attend from 9 a. m.-12 noon. each
weekday under the supervision of a
director and an aid. A speech and
hearing pathologist and ,a recreation
therapist also serves once weekly as
staff. Transportation is provided.
The progratp serves cOildren with
mental and-or physical handicaps and
-ada's ,gisallsatlai, language- .nr—.4stia.;
motor skills.
The children are worked with both
individually and in a group-classroom
situation. Each child is allowed to
progress at his or her own
developmental rate. Ther-e- is also a
time included in each day for free play
to stimulate a child's imagination and
creativeness.
For more information or to .enroll
your child, please call the Murray-
Callowa y County comprehensive Care
Center at 753-6622. Students wL11 be "
accepted on ,ajirst come-first served
. •
; »•••ItYY:
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By Abigail Van Buren
A Timely Quiz
DEAR READERS: How much do you know about
homosexuality? Mark the following statements "True" or
"False."
• 1. Homosexuals commit more crimes than straight
*epic. (True or False?)
. 2. Everyone is born straight, but some become gaybticause they have been seduced by a gay person early in
1ka. (True or False?)
3. You can always tell homosexuals and lesbians by the
way they act, dress and talk. (True or False?)
4. If a person is gay, no amount of therapy or
motivation can change him. (True or False?)
5. Boys raised by domineering mothers and weak (or
absent) fathers usually turn into homosexuals. (True or
False?)
6. Gay people can never become mothers or fathers.
-.1True or False?)
7. Homosexuals are more inclined to molest children
sexually than heterosexuals. (True or False?)
8. If a person has one or two sexual experiences with
someone of the same sex he is gay. (True or False?)
9. The American Psychiatric Association stated that
homosexuals are "sick." (True or False?)
10. Homosexuals can be legally married to each other
under the law in the U.S.A. (True or False?)
11. Most homosexuals try to convert young people into
becoming gay also. (True or False?)
12. Children raised by gay parents (or gay people)
usually become homosexual's themselves. (True or False?)
How did you score?
If you marked all 12 statements "False," you are very
well informed.
If you marked nine statements "Poise," you are fairly"
well informed.
If you marked four or more statements "True." you have
a great deal to learn about homosexuality, because ALL of
the above statements are FALSE!
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GRIEVING STILL": The most
consoling bit of philosophy I've ever come across was
written by Benjamin Franklin to the daughter of his
deceased brother, John, on the occasion of his death. I
quote, in part:
"A man is not completely born until he is dead. Why then
should we grieve that a new child is born among the
ismanor tals?
We are spirits. That bodies should be lent us while they
afford us pleasure, assist us in acquiring knowledge or in
doing good to our fellow creatures is a kind of benevolent
set of God.
When they become unfit for these purposes, and afford
us pain instead of pleasure, instead of an aid become an
encumbrance and answer none of these intentions for
which they were given, it is equally kind and benevolent
that a way is provided by which we get rid of them.
Death is that way."
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,






Discussed At State Meet
RICHMOND, Ky. - "This
-legislation makes history. It
recognizes homemaking - the
oldest known occupation,"
said Bertha G. King,
education program specialist
for Vocational Home
Economics Education in the
U. S. Office of Education.
She was telling more than
600 Kentucky home economics
teachers attending a con-
ference at Eastern Kentucky
University about Public law
94-482.
Jewell Deene Ellis, director
of Home Econornics
Education in the state
Department of Education,
said that the conference, held
the first week in August was
the largest ever. -It gave the
teachers a first-hand review of
the education amendments of
1976," she noted.
King told the teachers that
they must think of redirecting
the home economics program
-as outlined in the 1976
educational amendments.
"The sky's the limit to
redirect your programs," she
said. "The consumer-
homemaking program is the
only one that does not have
age or grade barriers."
King said that among things
Public Law 94-482 encourages
are male and female par-







King noted that in Kentucky
14 per cent of those par-
ticipating in homemaking
education are male, the
majority in food services.
Public Law 94-482 calls for
elimination of sex
stereotyping in the curriculum
Jones' Home Scene Bridal
Shower Given Miss Owen
The home of Mrs. Dennis I.
Jones was the scene of the
bridal shower held in honor of
Miss Stacy Owen, bride-elect
of Alan Jones, on Thursday,
July 28, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Jones, Mrs. John I.
Williams, Mrs. Clifton L.
Jones, and Mrs. Tommy
Carraway were the hostesses
for the special prenuptial
occasion.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a khaki en-
semble with a 5pic and span
glamellia corsage. Her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Truman E. Jones, was also
presented a glamellia cor-
sage.
The honoree opened her
many gifts from the twenty-
five persons present or sen-
ding gifts which included
family and close friends.
Refreshments were served
at the table overlaid with a
X NicaN
yellow cloth under white
organza and centered with an
arrangement of shasta
daisies, mums, and greenery
_in an antique crystal dish. The
other appointments were in
silver. Floral arrangements
were used at vantage points
throughout the house.
SWEET MILK
Sweet Acidophilus milk is
appearing in more stores. This
sweet milk contains lac-
tobacillus acidophilkis which is
added to the cold:pasteurized
milk in a concentrated form
and then must be maintained
at a temperature below 40
degrees F. Since there is no
heat 'treatment with this new
procedure, the flavor of the
milk does not change. It's
being hailed as a boon to good
digestion much like yogurt.
used in consumer and
homemaking classes.
King also stressed the need
for development of more
programs for the elderly.
Another directive in the new
legislation involves preparing
people for work. "We must
prepare the students for oc-
cupations that pay in cash, not
in kind," said Mrs. King. "And
we must have programs for
the 'displaced homemaker."
This means stipends paid to
homemakers enrolled in
vocational education
programs for ninth grade up,
according to Mrs. King.
The conference was spon-
sored by the Kentucky
Department of Education and




Pairings for the Pro Group
of Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, August 12, at 9:30
a.m. have been released as
follows:
Lanette Hunt and Rainey
Apperson vs. Corinne
Stripling and Mary Jane
Jackson.
Edwina Simmons vs. Lois
Keller.
Judy Carroll and Janet
Housden vs. Patsy Oakley and
Brenda Marquardt.
Nancy 1.Vhitrner vs. Shirley
Homra.
MAYFIELD PATIENTS
Stacy Leigh Boyd of Murray
and Heather Renee Boyd of
Murray Route Two were
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Miss Jo Ann Stone Married
To Mr. Johnson At Church
Miss Jo Ann Stone, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stone,
1431 Maple Avenue, Owen-
sboro, and Mickey Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Johnson of Murray Route
Two, were married on
Saturday, July 16, at 6:30 p.m.
at the First Presbyterian
Church, Owensboro.
The double ring ceremony
was read by the Rev. Dr.
William G. Walker. The
special music was by Mrs.
Gus Paris, organist, and
James L. Haygood, Evan-
sville, Ind., soloist.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride was lovely in
her wedding gown of white
quiana knit featuring a tunic
effect and trimmed with
Venise lace. Venise lace was
also used to trim the short cap
sleeves and the high neckline.
Her fingertip veil with a close
fitting cap was trimmed with
matching Venise lace.
The bride carried a bouquet
of white orchids, Eiji mums,
and stephanotis interspersed
with accents of violets.
Mrs. Susan C. Haygood,
sister of the bride, was the
matron of honor. She wore a
cornflower blue quiana knit
dress with matching chiffon
care -edged with blue satin
ribbon. She carried a nosegay
of white silk roses with violets
and cornflowers. 4
The bridesmaids were
Robynn S. Greer, Van Wert,
Ohio, Kathi N. Redfern,
Owensboro, Sharon S. Arnold,
Danville, Ill., and Melinda
Johnson, Murray, sister of the
groom. They wore dresses
identical to the matron of
honor and carried the same
bouquets.
Noelle Haygood, niece of the
bride, was the flower girl. She
wore a long White eyelet dress
with blue ribbon beading
around the waist.
Dr. Jay D. Rayburn of
Lexington was the best man.
Groomsmen and ushers were
Dale Nanny, Jim Myers,
Randy Lovett, Lynn Gunter,
Pete Lancaster, and Tom
Scott, all of Murray. William
Darren Haygood, nephew of
the bride, was the ring bearer.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Stone, chose to wear a car-
COMPANY DINNER
Mrs. Mickey Johnson
nation colored chiffon shirt-
waist dress with a white or-
chid corsage. Mrs. Johnson,
mother of the groom, wore a
mint green knit formal gown
with long sleeves of chiffon
with matching floral lace on
the front yoke and sleeves.
The grandmother of the
bride wore a long ice blue knit
dress with matching full
length lace coat. The groom's
grandmother was attired in a
street length knit dress in ice
blue with matching lace
jacket with white accessories.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
Holiday Inn, Owensboro, with
about two hundred guests
attending.
Serving the guests were
Sherryl Schell, Karen Keim,
and Patricia Schmied.
The couple left after the
reception for a wedding trip to
Europe and are now residing





Two fine musicians treat
squash a harmonious way.
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 clove garlic, minced
1 small onion, thinly
sliced
11/2 pounds zucchini, thinly
sliced
2 teaspoons minced fresh ,
dill or dried dillwood
to taste
1/2 cup commercial sour cream
Salt and pepper to taste
Heat oil in a large skillet.
Add garlic and onion; cook
over moderately low heat until
onion is transparent. Add zuc-
chini and dill and stir to coat
with oil. Cover and cook gently
until zucchini is tender. Add
sour crearn, salt and pepper;










MIS SUNDAY • 3 PM ONLY
Coming...
Mickey Gilley plus Aug. 21
The Speers Family &
Willie Wynn & The Tenn
Conway Twittv Aug 28
fay Stevens -re Sept. .4
NO itsiNCRECKS OtitERINOi.
'Rte.
at Owensboro. Both the bride
and groom received their B.S.
and Master's degrees from
Murray State University.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Johnson of Murray, parents of
the groom, were hosts for the




The tables were decorated
with white fiji mums, tiny blue
cornflowers, and carnations.
The groom presented his




16, Mrs. J.T. Stone, mother
of the bride, was hostess for
the bridesmaids' luncheon
held at The Homestead in
Newburgh, Ind., with fifteen
guests attending. The bride





By mR.S.W . P. WILLIAbis
August is the month when
everything tries to bloom at
once. All the summer flowers
are putting on their last fling
before the nights become too
c,00l. Chrysanthemums,
asters, cannas, marigolds.
roses, crape myrtle—all are
doing their best to show how
lovely they are. For in spite of
the dry month they are per-
sisting in putting out
blossoms.
One little flower that is
blooming now is the Torenia. I
have had it in the past but
haven't planted any for
several years. Ills also called
the Wishbone flower and with
It. coloring of purple and
yellow is an interesting ad-
dition to the flower garden.
If you haven't already
planted or moved your Day
Lilies, there is plenty of time
to do it now, They are sturdy
plants and will thrive in soil
that is not too rich needing
only drainage .and mulch to
keep off the hot sun.
This is the last month to
fertilize your roses. After
August they need to prepare
for the dormant season of
winter. Fertilizing later will -
cause them to sprout and the
first frost would be sure to
catch them. It is about the last
time the chrysanthemums will
need fertilizer also, especially
if you are raising the plants
for specimen blooms.
Pinch off the ends of Ver-
bena plants and you will find
they will put on a new spurt of
blossoming for another six
weeks or so. Pansies can also
be pinched back for late fall
bloom.
So we find there is always
something to do in the garden,
no matter what time of the
year. The little shower we had
brought out more weeds and
grass, which means a few
hours of work. The rain was
not general over the whole
area, but where it fell it was so
welcome. It meant that I won't
have to carry water to some of
my beloved plants that would
have needed it. I have a few
prized shrubs that I have tried
to keep in good shape all
durIng the extremely dry
weather, so that they will have
a good start for winter.
Azaleas need water just at
this time as they are setting
their buds for spring But
don't drown them. It is so easy
to over water and keep the
roots too wet That is my
trouble with house plants. I
tend to either water them too
much or not enough. Knowing
the difference is where the





Bill Fisher, son of the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher and Mrs.
Fisher, was the featured
speaker at the potluck supper
held by the First United
Methodist Church Women on
Tuesday, August 4, at 6:30
p.m. at the social hall of the
church. Husbands of the
members were special guests.
The speaker who has just
graduated from Murray State
University and will be en-
tering Emory University,
Atlanta, Ga., to study for the
ministry spoke on the subject,
"The Church As A Family."
His scripture was from
Hebrews 3:1-6.
Mr. Fisher, was introduced
by Mrs. Buron Jeffrey.
Mrs. Milton Jones, general
president of the UMW,
presided at the meeting. The
Mattie Bell Hays Circle had
the largest number of
members present among the
fifty persons present for the
special occasion.
Special Programs Given By
Poplar Spring Church ii/MU
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the July meeting.
• Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
were Grace Mattox, Barbie
Mattox, Murriel Wright,
Glenda Byerly, Bobbie Cook,
Charlotte Dunn, Isic Dunn,
Charles Dunn, Lorrien Mc-
Cuiston, Ruby Fannin, Etta
Dick, Lois Smith, Mildred
Thompson, Faye Colson, Gena
Colson, Otis Lovins, Sally Van
Natter, Earl Van Natter, and
Shirley Werts.
Earl Van Natter read the
scripture from Daniel 6:18-28
for the devotion and closed
with prayer at Westview. The
devotion at Fern Terrace was
by Otis Lovins who read from
Psalms 23, closing with
prayer. Robert Lovins and
James Williams joined in the
singing at the home.
The WMU have made Nis
Lovins and Earl Van Natter as
honorary members, and said
they all missed Clayborn
McCuiston.
Good brunch: Soften canned
or thawed frozen tortillas in a
skillet in a little fat; top with
fried eggs and tomato sauce en-
livened with slivers of sweet
onion and green pepper.
To Be Married
Miss ..harori Buchanan and Keith Smith
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Sharon
Ruth Buchanan and Keith Lynn Smith has been announced by
the parents of the couple, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan of
Murray Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Smith of
Kirksey Route One.
Miss Buchanan is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bea Buchanan
of Murray. She is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed by the Murray Division of the Tap-
pan Company.
Mr. Smith is also a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed by the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield. He is the grandson of Mrs. Ruth Hoke of
Coldwater.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, September 23, at
seven p.m. at the Elm Grove Baptist Church with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating at the double ring ceremony. A
reception will follow immediately in the fellowship hall of the
church.
No formal invitations will be sent; however all friends and






Includes 21 Shrimp, french fries, hush puppies, onion

























heel In block cherry
orwd rust at 70.00
Put together
your favorite looks from
1111111111111NW Einoirs
fabulous collection!
Bright's, your Back To School headquarters for
the past 67 years again brings you the latest
and most popular sportswear available in the
entire areal Bros;selnrough our enlorged .
sportswear deportment with racks and racks
of yourfavorite riame styles Select from
SWEATERS cardigons, blouson, cowl,
crew and V neck in roll shodes of brown,
grey, wine, cannel block. winter white,
hunter green and red solids, stripes •
and novelty designs in sizes SML,
priced at 13.00 to 37.00; JEANS
pre-washed and bleached with draw
string waist, novelty stitching.
yoke detadjand suspenders styles,





PANTS (Or iuroy chum)
cuttun lianner,Ind spun polvestel
ton Ihol, huntor green, brown black
wine *int, white °rid red sizes 5 to 13
at 17.00 to 24.00; SHIRTS., basic
as< rit, and Cestern siws ri fal shade',
• sold', multi ( olo,ed plaids and strioes ir‘
sizes 510.13 priced at only 14.00 to 17.00 0, OW
fash,no leoder Br,ght • Tn PC1,11.AC oh and Murray'
Ht,fry ri Today find mole your ,,etef tton '0V uwor,
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Grove 126 WOW will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the lodge half.
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Churcb will meet at
the home of Carolyn Parks at
7:30 p. m.
Retirement dinner party for
J. D. Rayburn will be at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
woodland walk at 4:30 p. In. at
Center Station and "Ghosts of
the Past" at The Homeplace
entrance road at 8:30 p. in.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Sub-District will meet on Bob
Warren's farm with
recreation at 4:30 P. in. sack
supper at six p. in. with
Dexter-Hardin Church fur-
nishing -drinks, and business
meeting at seven p. in.
Thursday, August 11
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters will
have a special called meeting
at the band room at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, August 12 •
• Land Between the Lakes
events will include a woodland
walk at one p. m. and also a
walk for insects at nine p. m.,
both starting at Center
Station.
Eighth gala Douglass
homecoming will start with
tickets issued at North Second
Street Center from one to five
p. in., barbecue and social
hour at Winslow Cafeteria,
MSU, from six to nine p. m.,
and local talent show at MSU
Student Center auditorium
from nine to 10:30 p.
First Baptist Church Youth
will have a "bring your own"
cookout at the Vinson home on
Oakdale_Drive at 6;30 p. in.






School annuals for 1976-77 may
be picked upat the high school
between the holys -of two to
five p.m.
Saturday, August 13
Asbury Cemetery will have
its annual homecoming with
preaching and potluck dinner.
North Calloway PTC will
have a work day for both men
and women at the school from
7:30 a.m. to twelve noon.
Saturday, August 13
Murray Provisional League
of Women Voters Board will
meet at the home of Ruth
Howard at nine a. m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include early
morning birdlife walk at 7:30
a. m. starfing at Hematite
Lake, and short hike for
children ages six to 14 from
ten a. m. to eleven a. m.
starting at Center Station.
Douglass homecoming
events will continue with
coffee and donuts at Com-
munity Center from seven a.
m. to twelve noon, special
dedication ceremony at
twelve noon at Community
Center, dinner at Jaycee Civic
Center at Jaycee Fairgrounds
at six p. in., and dance at MSU




Newcomers Club will have a
family picnic eoe Murray-eN‘eCalloway -2,%%C.,y' Park at two
p.m. Ea,,, family is to bring
meat and drinks for the family
and a dish to pass.
Between the Rivers
homecoming will be held at
the old Fenton Airport just
east of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
on U. S. Highway 68.
Sunshine dip
•
For a delightful finale to
dinner, serve an orange fla-
vored dip surrounded by
wedges of fresh winter
pears and clusters of
grapes. For the dip, com-
bine One cup dairy sour
cream, one tablespoon or-
ange flavored instant
breakfast drink and one. ta-
blespoon sugar Chill for
one hour to blend flavors.
To prevent pears from dark-
ening, sprinkle with lem-
on juice.
Glossy Breads
To give yeast -breads a
rich glossy color, brush with
beaten egg about IS minutes




Conditioning fresh flowers and greens so they last and last is
worth learning about. With a little know-how and patience, even
the fragile lilac will. look beautiful for almost a week. The secret is
water • clear and cool, and a dark, comfortable place for the cut
blooms to lap it up for an hour or a day before arranging.
Remove lower leaves and cut or crush the stems to allow the
flowers to drink as much water as they can. This should be done
immediately after cutting. Place in a creep container in the
coolest part of your house in a dim light. No more droopy
arrangements after a day or two to disappoint you. The con-
ditioning process will prolong the life of your flowers, keep them
healthy and their colors glowing.
Our staff at SHIRLEY FLORIST & GAR9IN CENTER, 502 North
Fourth Street, 753-3251 are very experienced at creating
magnificent floral arrangements that will last a long time. We in-
vite you to stop by our display room and to visit with Maxine
Mctemore, Pauline lones, Frankie Hemdon and Mickey Lents
while you browse around at your leisure. Belinda Higgins and
Jean McClure are available in our greenhouse h.. assist you and
Clarence Nixon is our expert on landscaping. Hours: Mon -Sat. 13-
FLOWER TIP;
I or saucy pansies, tie in small bunches - cut inch off the




Some find bargains plus in
sidewalk sales. Reports from
the last one showed a big
crowd and lots of money spent
in spite of the heat. Have
attended three functions since
Saturday at noon and at these
places I have heard about the
new dresses, purses, shoes,
jewelry, household goods and
such purchased at the local
sales Friday and Saturday.
But the best purchase was
that made by Steve Blau's
father in California. Mr. Blau
was browsing through the
used book section at a
sidewalk sale and found a
book he wanted. He asked
,Mrs. Blau to let him have four
dollars. She handed him the
amount asked for, stating that
he wasn't getting a bargain.
He made the purchase and
when they returned to their
car, he opened the book and,
tucked inside the pages he
found two fifty dollar bills.
Surprised, he showed them to
his wife and said, "Now, do
you think this book was a
bargain?"
Steve is visiting grand-
daughter Debbie until he
returns to the University of
Missouri where he is a senior
and a varsity football player.
He will report for practice
there two weeks before school
opens. Debbie, who has been a
student in Stephens, three
years, will attend UM this
year.
There were too few rails,
however, to go . around the
house.
The rails had been bought
from Ella Mae Quertermous'
father, Mr. Euen Newton, who
lived between the rivers. He
had the chestnut logs, ap-
proximately one hundred fifty
years old, stored and sold
them for this special purpose.
I examined the finished
fence and it looked pretty
good. Both ends were kinda
run down. Maybe E. B. didn't
figure a way to end the job.
The rails are old, one can tell
by the worm-eaten ridges and
holes in the wood. Maybe
termites have had a good
eating while they were stored,
waiting to be laid.
When the Retired Teachers
get an old one-room school
house, furnished with
equipment that many of the
retirees remember, that nook
in the city park will look like
some Kentucky reproductions
in Old Kaintuck in Marshall
County, or Knott's Berry
Farm in California. There are
a few old school houses in the
county, according to the
discussion at the RT meeting.
Some interest was‘ expressed
as making that the next
project. There are a few old
desks and wood-burning
stoves, still scattered around
in the county, that might be
obtained to make the project
authentic.
At the reception Friday
evening, honoring Miss Carol
Shroat and Mark Graham who
are to be married soon, I
observed five generations of
her mother's family - Mrs.
Finis Outland, daughter, Mrs.
Jack Gardner and her
daughter, Mrs. Carl Shroat.
Her daughter, the bride-elect,
and Richard Gardner's baby,
Jack and his wife, Alma Lee
Outland, have five children -
all of them beautiful and
handsome. Jack was a teacher
in the Murray City School
when I taught there years ago.
He fell in love with one of his
students - Alma Lee - and
married her. He said between
Mrs. Lois Waterfield and me,
he had a hard time with his
romance. I have had the
Outland children in school -
nearly all of them. They were
lovely students and are
making their place in their
communities. Carl Shroat, a
physician and living in Frank-
fort, is a former student of
Murray. I am especially proud
of his achievement, and
remember him in school here -
how he was an all-round
athlete and scholar - Still he
had time to give one period
per day to help me in the
library.
Dr. Curris, president of
Murray State, appeared on
LAY RAILS—Members of the Calloway County Retired Teachers Association met on
Thursday morning, August 4, and laid the rails around the old court house in the
Murray-Calloway County Park The rails had been purchased from Euen Newton of
between the rivers.
Who laid the rails around
the old court house in the city
park? I heard Hall Mc-
Cuistion, chairman of the
committee that looks after the
old building, reporting at the
Retired Teachers meeting last
week. He had asked that the
men to meet and help lay the
rails around the one-room tog
structure, at the last meeting.
No one showed up for work on
the appointed day.
Matt Sparkman, the
president of the club, grinned
his admittance to the broken
promise. So did J. D.
Rayburn, Prentice Lassiter,
Boots Jeffrey, Otis Lovins, E.
B. Howton, Jack Gardner, and
L. J. Hortin. Hall set the
following Thursday at 9 a.m.
for another try. All the
delinquent fellows promised
again to be present.
And they kept their promise
this date. But according to
Matt, they spent a lot of the
hot August morning trying to
figure out how to lay the rails.
Their education had not in-
cluded that profession.
Finally, E. B. went home and
took 50 pencils and worked the
plan. He returned and kshowed
the others how easy it was.
And they got , the job done.
PAINTING
Residential-Commercial—Intertor-Exterior—Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc.
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES




406 Sunbury Circte, Murray
The Murray High School
class of 1957 met recently for a
reunion in the Holiday Inn.
Having been one of the
sponsors of the class, I was
particularly interested in
looking the members over to
see how they had changed,
and to hear what they were
doing. Mitt Miller, president
of the class, is an international
representative of a coke
company and lives up to his
title. He is here and yonder,
out of the country-into foreign
lands. He told me that he was
in Brazil 'at the same time I
was in 1976. David Gage., vice
president of the class, was
toast-master of- the reunion.
He like the others, was good
looking. He is practicing law
in Scottsdale, Ariz. It amazed
me how the class has made
their mark in the world.'
Peggy Outland Reeder gave
a resume of the mernbership,
recalling characteristics of
teachers and events of school
days. Wells Purdom, Jr.
reminded me of my influence
in his winning Betty Jo
Crawford's love. Then I
remembered him telling me
that he wanted to date Betty
Jo, but his best friend, Jerry
Buchanan, and Betty Jo were
going steady. He didn't want
to break that up. According to
his story that night, I told him,
if he wanted to date her, why
not ask her and see how she
felt about it. He took my word -
and today they are Mr. and
Mrs., have a lovely home and
family and he is the owner of
the Oldsmobile - Cadillac
business here. Jerry, who did
not attend the recent meeting,
is a radiologist, living in
Louisville. Jack Shackelford,
Jr. has the most unusual
profession, maybe, he is
owner of a diamond company
in Westfield. • N.4., -
In the recent Jesse Stuart
Writers Workshop, conducted
here annually, Mr. Quint
Guier, in his 90's attended.in a
class of 42. He was one of the
Staff photo by David Hill
Akent in Paducah Saturday
evening. While he was relating
the progress and hindrances
of the university, I thought of
the Fifteenth Street project
and again rejoiced that the
idea born in 1966, was actually
being perfected. Husband
George made the motion in a
Board of Regents meeting,
that the University hire a
planning company to work but
a design for future growth of
the grounds and buildings.
The plan was presented to the
Board in 1967. It was ap-
proved. It called for the
closing of Fifteenth Street and
a walkway over Chestnut
Street for the convenience of
the students. Since that time,
there have been new
buildings, renovation of
others, and the street closed in
part all these times. We are so
used to having the street torn
up arid closed that using it for
traffic would seem odd. My
home is near the .intersection
of Payne and Fifteenth-
Streets. I have never been
inconvenienced by the con-
struction work and street-
closing. BUT hope to some day
see the entire campus in good
order - with no detours - no
building equipment in sight -
just beauty-students all over
the place, flower beds kept as
pretty as they are now - and a
little ivy growing on Wrather
Hall.
That wish goes for the
hospital grounds, too. I can't
remember when there was not
some kind of construction
work going on - I know that
building and changes
represent progress, but
couldn't we have a breather so
we can more fully appreciate
the progress?
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Suzanne Keeslar Directs
Studies In Paris, France
Suzanne M, Keeslar has
recently returned from
Europe after directing the
French section of the Ken-
tucky Institute for European
Studies.
The eight week summer
school pregram sponsored by
Murray State University
featured a combination of
travel and study in six French
cities.
Mrs. Keeslar taught FRE
509 Contemporary French
Civilization, FRE 507 In-
termediate French Con-
versation and FRE 406
Directed Study.
Cities serving as classroom
centers were Strasbourg,
Paris, Caen, Toulouse, Rodez
and Nimes, France.
Students attended a ballet
performance at the Paris
Opera, toured the Radiodif-
fusion center, and attended a
performance of the Mozart
Requiem by a 500 voice boys
choir and orchestra at Nortre
Dame cathedral in Paris.
They also spent the -day at
C. E. S. Les Toulouses., a
French middle school at
Cergy-Pontoise.
While in Normandy the
group traveled to Arroman-
ches to tour the museum of the
D-Day landings. While at
Toulouse in southern France
they visited the walled city of
Carcassonne.
Mrs. Keeslar, a faculty
member of the Department of
Foreign Languages, attended
the fiftieth annual national
convention of the American
Association of Teachers of
DIRECTS FRENCH STUDIES—Suzanne M. Keeslar is pic-
tured while in France this summer directing the French
section of the Kentucky Institute for European Studies.
She is a faculty member of the Department of Foreign
Languages, Murray State University. Seven Murray State
students accompanied her on the program.
French in Paris, June 27 to
July 1. She was one of three
official representatives from
the AATF chapter of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.








Mrs. Keeslar also attended
receptions hosted by Jacques
Chirac, mayor of Paris, at the
Hotel de Ville and by Rene
Haby, Minister of French




Keeslar on the program, in-
cluding Murrayans, Karen
Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Jones, and
Martha McKinney, daughter





Mrs. Donna Story has a
display of her needlework at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
The display includes such
stitchery as petit point, tex-
ture stitches, quickpoint, and.
needlepoint. Some of the items
being shown are: pillows,
handbags, and wall hangings.
Much of the work is original
in design. A partially finished
needlepoint rug in soft tones of
greens is also part of the
collection.
Mrs. Story is the owner of
the shop "Donna's
Needlepoint Design" located
on 13th Street. She and her
husband Don are both ac-
complished needlework
craftsmen.
The public is welcome to
come by the library to see this
unusual display which will be
shown until the last of August,
a spokesman said.
HURRY HURRY!
Our Sale will end in one more week. Fantastic Bargains for
back to school.
Jeans 1/3





Many Items 2/3 Off
South side









MAJESTIC $ 1 79 FISH $01,25
RIB-EYE I DINNERS &
!NU DE A le' 1*; 1
RAVIOLI $225
8" PIZZA I SPAGHETTI
5115 I sm 95c
OUR.PIZZAS ARE MADE WITH
T E '; .T I HEST QUALITY INGREDIENTS
Open Every Day 11 Hit ° Midnight,
75151
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A Carter Recession?
HUTCHINSON, Kans. The danger
of political loss att•ending President
Carter's retreat frotp campaign
promises in the wheat belt is That the
broken promises coincide with a wheat
belt recession of portentous political
dimension.
The President's year-ago pledge to
give wheat farmers a level of price
supports "at least to equal production
costs" might be passed over as
standard campaign hyperbole if wheat
prices were now firming and farmers
contentedly purring.
Instead, a little-noticed survey by the
Department of Agriculture shows that
midspring three of six major wheat
states — Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma — were in -very severe"
financial straits; the other three —
Colorado, North Dakota and South
Dakota — were in a "severe" financial
situation.
This largely-overlooked report
makes sinister reading: of 32,000 bank
borrowers surveyed in Kansas during
April, where almost all loans are linked
to the wheat economy, 3,200 "cannot
repay" their loans and 11,600, or 35 per
cent, are either compelled to refinance
their indebtedness or "dispose of their
assets."
Consequently, wheat farmers are not
purring contentedly. To the contrary,
added to the normal political grievance
spreading across the lush soils of
Kansas is the special fury of a voter
scorned that comes from this fact:
thousands of wheat families and other
rural voters reversed age-old
Republican voting habits last
November to support Jimmy Carter,
apparently on the theory that a peanut
farmer was a natural ally of a wheat
farmer.
The degree of this crossover, with its
potential of a huge voter harvest by Mr.
Carter in 1980, has apparently been
missed by the White House. Otherwise,
the President might not have walked
away so quickly from his campaign talk
of a $3 price support for wheat which
he set instead at the old $2.25 level.
Likewise, Secretary of Agriculture
Bob Bergland, who is perceived out
here as an amiable White House
messenger boy, would probably have
fought harder for his farmer
constituency against Mr. Carter's
strong budget-balancing policies.
The switch of voters from Republican
in 1972 to Carter-Mondale last
November, as reported in a confidential
poll by respected political pollster
Robert Teeter, was much heavier
among rural than city voters. In
Nebraska, a major wheat state, Teeter
found the pro-Carter switch in the farm
vote running 6 percentage points ahead
of the pro-Carter switch in towns and
cities.
Even more astonishing was Ohio.
Republican farm defections to Mr.
Carter in Ohio began worrying party
leaders well before the election, but
Teeter's 1977 county-by-county analysis
shows the depth of that defection: a 19-
percentage-point decline in the
Republican presidential vote, as
contrasted to a mere 9-point decline in
the cities of Ohio.
"The surprising loss of Ohio (by
Gerald Ford) can be attributed to the
unique impact that Carter had in the
rural areas," Teeter's unpublished poll
reported. "These (voting ) changes
produced the unusual pattern of a
Republican presidential candidate
receiving a higher vote from Ohio's
Kentucky Closeup
metropolitan areas ( 49 per cent) than
from its rural counties ( 46 per cent I. In
1972, Nixon ran 7 points better in the
rural than the metropolitan counties of
Ohio."
Likewise, Teeter found that in the
"contribution ratio" (the share of the
total Republican vote ) in Wisconsin — a
major farm state — rural counties
contributed a mere 42.2 per cent. The
balance came from metropolitan areas.
That elevated Mr. Carter almost 10
points ahead of the 1968 performance in
rural Wisconsin of Hubert Humphrey,
long a farmer hero.
What this means is that the farm
states saw something special in peanut
farmer Jimmy Carter. Indeed, Teeter
found that the only offset to the
surprising strength of Mr. Carter and
his running-mate, Minnesota's Walter
Mondale, in 11 farm-belt states was
Kansas Sen. Robert Dole. The counties
in which Dole campaigned last fall
showed a consistent 2-point lag in their
swing to Carter-Mondale compared to
counties where he did not campaign.
Some farm-belt politicians suspect
that Mr. Carter has consciously ignored
these pro-Carter sympathies in cutting
farmers out of his shrinking pie of
federal subsidies. Others blame it on
simple White House ignorance of
wheat-belt politics. Whichever it is, the
swing back to the Republicans in the
wheat belt is on in earnest, fueled by the
fury of the scorned.
inion Page
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Bullock Fired
WASHINGTON . (AP) — John
Bullock, an economic statistician
whose outspoken criticism of Census
Bureau data led to the belated
correction last December of a $50
billion understatement in an economic
study, has been fired.
Bullock, 30, said he was accused of
"coercion to seek advancement" after
he found more errors in another Census
Bureau study and threatened "to go
public" unless permitted to organize an
effort to correct the figures.
The dismissal followed two letters of
reprimand, one for what he said was
alleged to be a "malicious, vicious
insult" to a superior, and another for
insulting his wife's superior.
Robert Hagan, bureau director, said
he was not free to discuss the bureau's
action but said the details were spelled
out in a letter to the former employe.
Bullock termed the coercion charge a
fabrication resulting from his
insistence that he be permitted to
correct the additional errors, a job that
apparently would have required a
rating higher than his GS-12.
He said he was asked by Shirley
Kallek, his superior, to put his demands
in writing, which he did, and that the
dismissal followed. •
At issue, he said, are figures making
up the basic annual economic data base
of the bureau, which are released
separately for individual states,
followed by publication of a national
survey.
Included in such studies are figures
for the number of businesses of all
kinds, the number of jobs and the size of
payrolls in all the nation's counties.
Bullock claims the figures are biased
by 25 to 30 per cent.
The latest accusations Sy Bullock
follow a personal, four-year fight to
correct problems in another survey,
that for the level of unfilled orders at
the nation's factories.




LouisvILLE, Ky. (AP) — The old
barber pole ain't what it used to be.
The red and white striped sign, born
in the 18th Century, is disappearing
almost as quickly as the wooden Indian
that stood in majestic splendor outside
tobacco shops.
"If you've got one of those poles
stored in the attic, I can use it," said
Louis Litchfield, a local antique dealer.
"They're in great demand by collectors
and museums."
Litchfield said the early barbers'
trademark was carved from wood and
ornately- decorated with eagles and
other embellishments. "It's an
excellent example of American folk art
and always brings a good price."
Even more valuable are the signs
made from stained glass. On today's
market, they bring from $650 to $850.
"I can't find enough of them to keep
my customers happy," said Litchfield,
adding that he has a stained glass pole
hidden away in his shop. "I'm keeping
it for myself."
Litchfield could make a quick sale if
he contacted Claude Isaacs, who began
cutting hair in Owsley County in 1909.
Isaacs retired three years ago and
would like to have a pole as a memento
•— , his profession.
WIrergagto:any shops when
went to work," said the 86-year-old
Ravenna resident.
"The boys would get together on
Saturday afternoon at the general
store. I'd seat them on a tree stump or a.
box and start whacking away. For 25
cents, you got a shave and a haircut."
Among those patronizing Isaacs'
outdoor establishment was Earle
Combs, a star of the New York
Yankess. "Earle would always, get a
trim before a date or before he went out
to play baseball."
Isaacs admitted there were times
when he'd nick a customer and draw
blood. "I'd apologize and explain that
this was the way our trade got started."
Barbers originally doubled as
surgeons. They advertised by
displaying a red and white emblem,
with the stripes representing the
bandage used to wrap a patient after
bloodletting.
"That must have been gruesome,"
said Isaacs, who has seen many
changes in his profession. He's not
happy with the trend among hair
stylists to avoid the pole and select a
sign they consider more sophisticated.
"They're killing off a tradition," he
  MUSA ALP*
" happening-today."
extent of the unfilled orders
miscalculation. Bullock said that
instead of adjusting the figures or
issuing a caveat, he was threatened
with insubordination by Miss Kallek,
who devised the methodology.
Following a special study, rushed to
completion last December, the bureau
conceded the understatement in the
level of orders to be, in some years,
close to 40 per cent, and to total roughly
$50 billion a year.
Asked then — in December 1976 —
why a caveat hadn't been issued, in
keeping with the published policy of the
bureau in regard to questionable
statistics, Milton Eisen, chief of the
industry division, said "We were slow
in accepting anything he ( Bullock )
said."
Today. In History
BY The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 11, the 223rd
day of 1977. There are 142 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, a formal peace
announcement in Indochina ended
more than, seven years of fighting
between the French and the Communist
Vietminh.
On this date:
In 1857, the first Atlantic cable broke
after 335 miles had been laid, and work
was halted until the next year.
In 1900, Victor Emmanuel became
King of rtaly.
In 1928, Herbert Hoover accepted the
Republican nomination for president.
In 1935, Nazi storm troopers staged
mass demonstrations against Jews in
Germany.
In 1945, as the Pacific war was
nearing an end, the Allies informed
Japan that a Japanese surrender offer
was acceptable.
In 1965, rioting and looting broke out
in the predominently black Watts
section of Los Angeles.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union
informed the United States that it would
agree to a treaty to try to limit the
spread of nuclear weapons, and an
American delegation hurried to Geneva
to wrap up details.
Five years ago: North Vietnames(-
and Viet Cong forces shelled ar,
carried out sniper attacks on thret•
approaches to South Vietnam's capita(
of Saigon.
One year ago: Seventeen blacks wt.:.
killed and 50 injured in rat:.
disturbances on the outskirts of Cape
Town, South Africa.
Today's . ,birthdays: Former
President I.W. Abel of the Unit,
Steelworkers Union is 69 years
Financier and art collector Jur-
Hirshhorn is 78.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must 1,
signed by the writer and the writer -
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right t
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence I.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071. -
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Garrott's Galley
Two Old Papers Show
How It Was Years Ago
Sue and Charlie Costello sent over a
couple of old Murray papers for me to
see. One is dated April 15, 1915, more
than 62 years ago. The other is dated
April 4, 1930, some 47 years ago. They
clearly reflect the old adage that time
and tide waits for no man.
The 1915 par, edited by 0. J.
Jerrings, Kerby's father, was a tribute
to the religious life of the community. It
carried a story about Miss Alice G.
Waters, at the time a missionary in
Shanghai, China. She was a great-aunt
of Sue's.
Another story featured Miss Cora
Graves, an aunt of T. Sledd's and her
work as a missionary in the Kentucky
and Tennessee mountains. A circle at
the Presbyterian Church is named in
her memory.
Pictured with Mr. Jennings and R. R.
Meloan, the newspaper's foremanare
the ladies who helped put the paper
together: Mrs. Jack Beale, Mrs. D. W.
Morris, Mrs. C. H. Bradey, Mrs. C. L.
Smith, Mrs. R. M. Risenhoover, Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells, Mrs. M. T. Morris,
Mrs. J. G. Glasgow, Mrs, D. M. Wear,
Mrs. George 0. Gatlin, Mrs. ..Jennings
and Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
+++++
A story inside tells about the
proposed Confederate Memorial
monument for Murray. It is pictured
much the same as it appears today with
the exception that the figure of Robert
E. Lee replaced that of a common
soldier atop the proposed sketch.
The Lynn Grove Bank proclaimed in
an al capital totalling $15,000 and
$30,000 out in loans. In Murray, the
Farmers & Merchants Bank — Dr. C.
0. Gingles, president; Dr. T. J.
Henslee, vice-president; C. B. Fulton,
cashier, and W. L. Fulton, assistant
cashier — listed its "capital and
surplus" at $25,000.
Denny P. Smith was running for
Commonwealth attorney; Seldon R.
Glenn for state senator; T. C. Nix for
circuit court clerk; J. T. Hanbery for
judge in the 3rd Judicial District, and
B. E. Thom of Trigg County for state
senator. All had ads seeking votes.
In a full-page ad, State WOW
Manager Rainey T. Wells proclaimed
that -during the year 1914, the
Woodmen Circle paid Kentucky 12
death claims, $6,916.43; erected 15
monuments, $1,500; paid one funeral
benefit, $100, and spent $904.44 in field .
work, totalling $9,421.08."
J. W. Denham at Hazel had just
received five carloads of buggies —
Delker, Ames and Hardy — and was
advertising "any style buggy or sorry
you may want."
+++++
A top story in the 1930 paper, of which
Joe T. Lovett was the editor, reported
the dedication of the Nathan B.
Stubblefield monument On the Murray
State campus. Twenty-five hundred
people attended the ceremonies, as
reported by a young reporter, Forrest
C. Pogue, Jr., today one of Murray
State's most distinguished graduates.
Showing at the Capitol Theater,
which was located along about where
Twin Lakes Office Supply is now, was
Ken Maynard as the "fighting lover" in
"Parade of The West." Bashful Will
Rogers and Fifi Dorsay were coming up
next in "Give Tootsie, Wootsie a Kiss."
E. J. Beale Motor Co.. located where
Ward & Elkins is now on the court
square, had a big used car sale going,
offering a Ford coupe for $125. a 1928
Chevrolet Coach for $365. and 1925
Model T Touring Car for $35, and a
"good" Fordson tractor for $250.
+++++
John Doyle and Roy Johnson were
advertising an auction sale of mules at
Gihbs' Barn, and A. B. Beale & Son
were advertising a Red Spot painting
demonstration. They're still in the
same location and Red Spot paints still




from $3.75 to $29.75 and hats from 98
cents to $6.00. C. T. Rushing was
announcing that his Economy Garage
had moved to Fifth and Maple into the
building formerly occupied by the
Murray Motor Company. Hafford
Parke-P:111e Parker boys' dad, had his
garage across from today's post office
and was advertising Nash cars,
Goodrich tires, International trucks,
Prestolite batteries and wrecker
service.
The Broach Milling Company was
advertising a 24-pound bag of "good"
flour for 85 cents, a 48-pound of "plush"
flour for $2.00 and a gallon of onion sets
for 30 cents.
Mayor Ed Filbeck had proclaimed
the following week as "Clean-Up
Week" and was providing the trucks to
haul the trash away. You needed only to
call Police Chief Burman Parker.
+++++
A tax levy of $1.52 per $1,000 of
assessed valuation was approved by the
Calloway Fiscal Court, the same as the
previous year, 1929. The levy consisted
of: County purposes, 50 cents; road
bond fund, 20 cents; sinking fund, 7
cents, and county schools, 75 cents.
It also was interesting to note thatrao
one "died" in those days. They simply
were "called." You can't help but
wonder from which direction the "call"
came.
There are many interesting things to
be noted in the old paper/s  now brown
and brittle — but, as T. edd warned, I
don't want to stir up' any arguments
with them.
They simply resiind me again that
there is no way we can escape
reckoning with the passage time, so
let's relax and enjoy it as we also pass
this way. Maybe 50 or 60 years from
now someone might enjoy reading
about und how we lived.
Thought
I am the LORD God of Abraham
thy father, and the God of Isaac.
Genesis 28:13.
God declares His lordship, not
lust of the past or the present, hut
of all time He is the eternal God -
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses: --
Seri.'Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Buildiug Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators'may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by witting to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street





The street lights in the eastern
section of the city of Murray will be
improved, according to action taken by
the Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include George
Hart, age 74, former longtime mayor of
the city of Murray and outstanding
banker, and Mrs. Lou Pool.
Calloway County High School and the
six elementary centers at Almo, Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord, will open on August/i4,
according to Supt. Buron Jeffrey./
Lt. William R. Kopperud, soft of Dr.
and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud of Miirray, is
serving with the U. S. Army at
Washington;D: C. He is now on special
assignment for a month to the Far East
in the countries of Hawaii, Okinawa,
Japan, Korea, and Vietnam.
The contract for the construction of
the Lake Barkley Lodge near Cadiz to
start September 1 has been awarded by
the State of Kentucky to the Clark
Construction Company.
20 Years Ago
The Calloway County Farm and
ziome Development Club held its
annual farm and home tour on August
9. Farms and homes visited were Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield, Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Hendon, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Enoch.
Deaths reported include E. L.
( Everett ) Housden, age 65.
The Rev. Henry Russell of Fulton will
be the evangelist at the revival services
to be held August 11-17 at the Coles
Camp Ground Methodist Church.
Officers of the Murray Training
School PTA met at the hotne of the
president, William C. Adams. Other
officers are Mrs. Charles L. Eldridge,
Mrs. Edd M. West, and Mrs. Eurie
Warren. Director of the school is Mac
McRaney.
Births reported includy a boy, Paul
Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ray
Mansfield on July 30.
30 Years Ago
Over one hundred entries appeared in
the twenty-one classes of the Calloway
County Horse Show held here at the
Cutchin Stadium for two nights with
Murray State Grid Coach Jim Moore as
show manager.
Deaths reported include C. 0. Beach,
age 55, and Clone Baucu, age six
months.
Joseph Davenport and Frank Meyers
Hill represented the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America at the State FFA convention at
Louisville. Davenport won first place in
the beef cattle contest.
Births reported include a boy, James,
Jr., to Dr. and Mrs. James C'. Hart on
August 2.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garland of
Kirksey announce the marriage of their
daughter, Mary Sue, to Johnny Hughes,
son of Mrs. Bertha Hughes of
Cleveland. The vows were read on July
14..
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher A alter I. Appers,
Editor H :ene Mc( 'uteht,
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is publish,:
ever) aftemoim except Sunda)., July 4, Chris:
mas Day . New Years has and Thanksgiving
Murray Newspapers, Inc 10.1 N 401 St
Murray, Ky 42o71 Second Class Postage Paid
Murray. Ky 42971
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
carriers. $2 50 per month. payable in agyan,
By mail in Callowas Counts and to Benton. Kir
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , an !
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, Th , 017 50 per
year fls mail to other destinations $32 50 per
year
Member of .Associated Press. Kentis ki Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publisher,
Association
The Associated Press is exclusive?) entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murras
ledger & Times is well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business (Nf Wr 73-1916
Classified Ads i maim 753-1916
Retail Display Advertising 753-1919
• 7531916
waand Spart&Popt ;54444 -
a
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Tom Watson Using New
Set Of Clubs In PGA
/ ,t,
By TOM SEPPY
AI Sports Writer .
' PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
(AP — Tom Watson was using
a different set of clubs today in




Watson has won five 1977
tournaments, including the
Masters and British Open,
with a set of clubs declared
illegal Wednesday because the
grooves in the irons exceeded
legal limits in width and
spacing. He had voluntarily
asked that they be inspected.
Watson and Ray Floyd and
Gary Player, who also had
several clubs disqualified,
were among a handful of
players in the field of 141 who
had requested a ruling on their
clubs by Clyde Mangum,
deputy commissioner„, of the
PGA tour, on the eve of the
PGA Championship at the
drought-stricken Pebble
Beach Golf Links.
After the initial publicity,
other players brought their
bags to Mangum for an
inspection and he found that at
least five others were
carrying clubs that did not
meet the specifications, Those
players included Tom
Weiskopf and Kermit Zarley,
with illegal pitching wedges,
Hale Irwin with illegal eight
and nine-irons and John I.ister
and Floyd Thomson, each with
several illegal clubs.
Mangum said the interest' of
. the players was generated as
a result of George Burns being
disqualified after the second
round a week ago at Hartford,
Conn., after he had requested
an official inspection of new
clubs he was using. They were
found to exceed the legal
limits. -
Mangum said the rules
permit grooves to be no wider
than 35-1,000ths of an inch
across the entire groove and to
be no closer together than
three times the width.
"It's the nature of the sport
that the players police
themselves," said Mangum,
who also noted that Watson
had a similar set of clubs ruled
illegal a year ago in Houston
after requesting an inspection.
Official! said Watson's
previous victories would not
be affected by the ruling.
Watson is using the same
clubs with which he won the
It75 British Open, ones which
have lighter shafts than the
irons declared illegal.
His main regret is.that the
sand wedge in the set he has
been using for the last 14
months also was considered to
have grooves too deep.
"I can always get a set of
irons," he said. But the sand
wedge I'm using is not mine to
keep. I borrowed one from
Leonard Thompson."
Watson said he didn't think
the lighter shafts would affect
his play.
"It will be a little different
feel,- he said. "I hope that I
can adjust to it. I'm swinging
well. When you're playing
Major League Standings




Boston 65 43 .602 —
Eta It 64 47 .577 21/2
N York 61 49 .555 5
Detroit 51 60 .459 151/2
Milwkee 50 65 .435 181/2
Cleve 47 62 .431 181/2
Toronto '39 70 .358 261/2
West
Chicago 65 45 .591
Minn 65 48 .575 1'2
K.C. 62 47 .569 21/2
Texas 62 48 .564 3
Calif 54 55 .495
Seattle 48 67 .417
Oakland 42 69 .378
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore 5, Seattle 4
Boston 11, California 10
New York 6, Oakland 3
Detroit 5, Milwaukee 3
Cleveland 6, Chicago 1
.--Kansas City 4, Texas 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
California ( Brett 9-8,1 at Bos-
ton ( Aases.2-0), in ) •
Minnesota (Goltz 14:61 at To-
ronto (Byrd 2-4L t n )
Seattle I Abbott • 8-7 ) at talti-
more ( Palmer 12-101, fni
Oakland (Coleman 2-3 at
!slew York I Torrez 1l-10i, ( n )
Kansas City (Colborn 11-101
at Texas ( Alexander 11-6. ( n
Cleveland (Waits 5-41 at Chi-
cago ( Kravec 7-3 ), In)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland. ( n )
Kansas City at Toronto, In
Oakland at Baltimore,In) 
Seattle at Boston, In )




St Louis 3 New York 1
Philadelphia 6-6, Montreal 1-1
Pittsburgh 2. Chicago 1,18 in-
nings
San Diego 8-2, Atlanta 6-1,
2nd game 11 innings
Los Angeles 1, Cincinnati 0
Houston 8, San Francisco 6
Thursday's Games
Houston ( Lemongello 4-13 ) at
San Francisco ( Halicki 9-9 )
Montreal ( Brown 8-9) at
Philadelphia ( Kaat 4-7 )
New York ( Zachry 5-10) at
Pittsburgh (Jones 2-4), (n)
Cincinnati (Seaver 11-5) at
Los Angeles ( Hooton 9-2 ), (n
Atlanta iRuthven 4-8) at San




New York at Pittsburgh, In)
Montreal at St. Louis, in)
Houston at San Diego, in)
Atlanta at Los Angeles,.(





Phila 66 44 .600
Chicago 64 47 .577 21/2
Pitts 64. 49 .566 31/2
S Louis 63 51 .553 5
Montreal 52 61 .460 151/2
N York 47 63 .427 19
West
Los Ang 69 44 .611
Cinci 56 56 .500 121/2
Houston 53 62 .461 17
S Fran 52 62 .456 171/2
S Diego 51 67 .432 201/2
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well, you can play with a
broomstick."
Watson, who earlier this
year won the Bing Crosby Pro-
Am at Pebble Beach, is a co-
favorite along with Jack
Nicklaus, a five-time winner
on this course over the years,
in the tournament which is
being played over the 6,806-
yard, par-72 course.
SOCCER
NEW YORK — Ron
Newman, whose Fort
Lauderdale Strikers tied the
North American Soccer
League record for most
victories in a season, was
named NASL Coach of the
Year by the league's general
managers and coaches.
The Strikers were 19-7 and
won the Eastern Division title.
232 Entered For Ninth
Annual Shrine Tourney
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If a vote were taken among
area golfers, the odds are the
Murray Shrine Club In-
vitational would win the race
for the most popular golf
tournament of the summer.
First of all, the tourney
proceeds go to the Crippled
Children's Hospital Fund and
that's one of the major
reasons the tourney is so
popular. Then the tourney is
also one of a relaxed at-
mosphere, where else are
there clowns running out from
behind trees on a golf course?
Perhaps the only negative
thing about the tourney in its
previous eight years has been
sandbagging, where a golfer
intentionally shoots a high
score the first day in order to
get put in a lower flight then
on the second day, he vastly
improves his score in order to
finish in the running for
prizes.
But Saturday and Sunday
when a field of 232 golfers
gather at the Murray Country
Club for the ninth annual
Shrine Club Invitational, there
will be no sandbagging.
For this year's tourney, a 10
per cent rule has been put in
Shrine Tourney Pairings
Rest Tee
7:21—Ronnie Ross, Getman Farley,
Buddy Spina and Eddie Cl....
7:30—Pete Hulse, Boo Scott, Harold
Hopper and Joe alleCosrt.
7:39—Bruce Wilson, Vernon Cohoon,
Ray Laker and Edward Morgan.
7: 48—Tom Emerson, Pete Punkin,
Pat Patterson and Brag Hughes.
7: 57—De ron McCutcheon, Leonard
Goodman, David McMullin and James
Greer.
8:06—Jim Berry, Ardel Fields, Jim
Phillips and Tom McArthir.
8.1 Allen 'Moffitt, Fred Barber,
Steve Sanders and Marty Mattis.
8 : 24—Smiley W 1 so n , Johnny
Childress, Karl Nixon and Howard
White.
8:33—Lester Wilburn, Jack Bates,
Cam Mullins and Larry Hunt.
8:42—Leslie Wilburn, Roy Smith, Jim
Curry and Clyde Roberts.
8:51—Tommy Marcum, Wayne
Harris, Keith Lamb and James Gooch.
9:00—Darrell Tress, David Mayfield,
John Morgan and Frank Varini.
9:09—George Richardson, Wayne
Bateman, Jim Franklin and Larry
Owens.
9:13—Bob Hines, Charles Tarok,
William E. Parks and Harold Gilbert.
9:27—Clyde Waynick, Frank Ned-
wonder, Charles Cummins and Homer
Austin.
11:50—Gene McCutcheon, Lawrence
Pbilpot, Scott Saber and Bill Hopson.
11 : 50—Richsrd Latimer, Ross Devert,
Robed Miller and James Earn.
Plank and Neal McG
12:08—Gene Young. Jim Hearst, Bill
12: 17—Cedl Farris, Henry Fulton, Bill
Fuller and Herb Schreiner.
12:23—Ed }lateen, Harbert Holt,
John Wright and John R. Martin.
12: 35—Buel Stalls Jr., Phillip Hayden,
Michael Stalls and Samuel Jason.
12: 44—Irs Lee Story, Lonny Fugate,
Roger Kellawr and Charles Walker Jr.
12:53—Joe E. Walker, Harold Dem-
psey, Joe Rinella and Pat Cvengross.
1:02—Bob Billin=vaDick Orr, Stuart
Poston and Ran V
1:11—Sharps Crislip, Toni Reymann,
Henry Mueller and George Bodfiah.
1:20—Sam Spiceland, Tom Carroll,
Cook Sanders and Joe Dick.
1:3—Sam J. Smith, 'Thomas Mat-
thias, Bill Bowland and Dick Dominic°.
1:33—Donnie Danner, Bob Sanderson,
Don Nelson and Bill Brandon.
1:47—Holmes Ellis, Tax Hopkins,
Keith Morris and Jim Converse.
Tee lieseher 10
7:30—Jim Green, Dave Lookofsky,
Junior Anderson and Ricky Boggess.
7:39—Paul Ftudolphi.
7:48—Gerald Johns, Kenneth Webb,
Jake Jacobs and Gene Gibbs.
7:57—Billy Holt, Claude Hoagland,
Billy Farris and Bob Cunningham.
8:06—Bill Rowland, Bill Burgle, Phil
Walker and Bill Hall.
8:15—Mac Fitts, Howard Steely, Ron-
nie Foster and Jerry Lee.
8:24—John F. Floyd, Frank James,
Jake Mercy and Millard Carman.
8:33—GB. Willis, James Traylor, n113
Willis and Chuck Yeoman.
8:42—Virgil Clark, Dale Solomon,
Albert Anderson and Don Dye.
8:51—Dr. Jack E. Sanders, Richard
Turner, Junior Garrison and Ron Dan-
ner.
9:00—Mike Baker, Walter Jonea, Red
Howe Jr., and Jim Moore.
9:09—Ford Greer, Ralph McClinton,
Jim Williams and Huey Ramage.
9:16—Billy Thurman, Judge. James
Lassiter, Bobby Jene Hibbard, Jigga
Lassiter and Johnny Prichard.
9:27—Larry Robinson, Bubba Mc-
Common, Dlivid Gallagher and Gale
Waddlington.
11:50—John Quertermous, Al Lindsey.
Bob Like, Johnny McCage, Jerry Jones
and Don Robinson.
11: 59—Purdom Lovett, Mickey
Boggess, Jimmy Lamb and Jerry
liopkins.
12:08—Eddie Bryan, Yogie Flail.
Lloyd Toth and Buster Cruse.
12:17—Elvin Cooper, Howard Ken-
nedy, Pete Cohan and Burnie Carroll
12:26—Rex Fraley, Bobby Freeman,
Charlie Ray and Bucky Purcell.
12 : 35—William Heckel. Robert
Morris, Dick Brown and Robert Day
.12:44—Bobby Claysbrook, Larry Hunt,
Lank Fraley and John Faille
12:53—Billie Braylor, Whitney Curtis,
Claude H. Dixon and Wayne Browning
1:02—Larry Thomas, Don Bohn, Gene
Knight and Carl Knepp.
1:11—Tom Mills, Ben May, Willis
Mashburn and Tom Rodgers.
1:20—Tom Poore, Freddy Poe, Fred
Ent: and Carl Ham.
1:3—Tom Adkins, Brad Adkins, Al
Jones, Buddy Hewitt and Jim Boone
1:311—Jerry Caldwell, Max Walker,
Charles Caldwell and Cody Caldwell_
1:47—Fred Doty, Windy Winchester.
Bill Doss Jr., and Bob Lamastus.
'Big Cat' Williams Top
Long Driver In Nation
PEBBLE BEACH,
Calif.(AP) — The "Golden
Bear" may be the undisputed
king of tournament golf, but
the envy of every duffer who
tees the ball up with his




Cat" Williams simply knocks
the ball out of sight. He is the
recognized Babe Ruth of the
fairway set, winner for the
second straight year of the
PGA long-driving contest.
contest.
"I just relax, delay my hand
release, give it some strong
leg action and wham!—let 'er
rip," says the towering, 29-
year-old slugger from Leonia,
N.J.
Even such fabled hitters as
Nicklaus, Torn Weiskopf and
Jim Dent look with awe—and
a certain amount of concealed
jealousy—when Big Cat
throws his 6-foot-6, 205-pound
frame into a tee shot and
watches the ball fly more than
MO yards.
Ordinary mortals recognize.
that stringing up 63 tour
victories and 16 major titles,
as Nicklaus has done, defies
their imagination. But anyone
can Walk up to a tee, and with
one free swing and some luck,
knock the cover off the ball. It
warms the soul.
"I've been hitting the ball a
. long way since I was 18, but it
- •
effect. Any golfer whose
second day score is 10 per cent
or inure better than his first
day score will automatically
be raised into a higher flight.
For instance, 'a golfer could
shoot a 90 on Saturday and be
allowed to drop to ' an 81
Sunday without being raised
into another flight.
Of course the most obvious
change is the size of the
tourney. In past years, over
300 golfers have been in the
tourney which has been
played on both local golf
courses. But this year, the
tourney will be held only at the
Murray Country Club.
Even with the smaller field,
the same amount of money
will be raised so the obvious
advantage is that a lot of time
and work are saved.
There are a couple of other
minor changes golfers should
note: Players who tee off on
number one Saturday will
start at 10 on Sunday and vice
.versa. Also, slow players will
be penalized two strokes. Slow
play constitutes one or more
holes opening between two
foursomes.
'The four low players from
Saturday's round will leave at
1:02 p.m. Sunday from the
first tee.
From 1970 until last year,
there was a Shrine and a
Guest Division in the tourney
but last year, there was only
one division and Dwaine
Lowry Junior of Paducah took
the title.
Lowry matched pa-r botel
days for a 144 total to win by
one stroke over Tom Rodgers
of Madisonville. Bobby Fike of
Murray finished in third with
a 148 total.
Lowry will not be back to
defend his title this weekend.
However, Rodgers will be on
hand as will four-time winner
Dick Brown of Paducah and
two-time winner Rex Fraley
of Clarksville.
Brown won the opening
tourney in 1969 and was not
dethroned until Fraley won in
1973. Fraley did not return in
1974 and the ever-popular Pat
Nanney of Sharon, Tn., took
Thif. championship that
summer. -
In 1975, Fraley again
returned and won the
championship for the second
time. Fraley did not play last
year when Lowry and Rodgers
staged their two-man battle
for the crown.
Fraley, a long driver and an
outstanding all-around golfer,
holds the tourney record.
When he won the Shrine Flight
in 1973, he fired a 141.




Any sixth, seventh or eighth
grade boy interested in par-
ticipating in football at East
Calloway Elementary should
report to the school Saturday.
The meeting is set for 10
a. m.
All youngsters should have a
physical exam as soon as
possible.












the tournament this weekend
and eight places will be,
awarded in each flight.
In addition, a new car will
be given to the first golfer who
makes a hole-in-one on the
par-three, seventh hole at the
Murray Country Club. Murray
Datsun has offered a car
every year of the tourney but
nobody has won.
However, Lester Wilburn of
Nashville scored a hole-in-one
list year on number six at the
Oaks but thit hole was not the
car hole. Wilburn's ace was
the first ever recorded in the
Shrine Tournament.
Besides Fraley and
Rodgers, other golfers ex-
pected to contend for the title
include Fike, Brown, Jerry








• Reduces Oil Burning
95C
20C1 STORE COUPON
MR DEALER for prompt payment of this
coupon. please send to Union Carbide
P0 Box 1066, Calton. Iowa 52734 You
Wit be paid 204 plus 54 handling, pro-
vided coupon is redeemed in accor-
dance with our consumer offer Invoices
proving Purchase of sufficient stock to
cover coupons submitted must be
shown upon request
MR & MRS CONSUMER Void wherever
prohibited, restricted, licensed or taxed
Cosh Value ',loth of IC Limit one coupon
Per customer Good onN on UNION
CAROM Oil Treatment Any other use
cortshhites fraud Expires September 1
1977
FRED'S
WWI WV 10 MIAMI
516 38. Mee
wasn't until three years ago
that I discovered that I might
make a career out of long
driving," Williams said.
"There was this exhibition
driving contest at
Grossinger's up in the
Catskills (in New York). I
heard that Jim Dent was in it.
He's recognized as the longest
driver on the pro tour. And
also Jack DePaolo of Valhalla,
N. Y., who some swear is the
longest hitter in the world.
"I beat them both. I drove
the ball 368 yards on the carry.
The fairway was wet. The ball
spun back five yards; so I got
credit for 363 yards.
"Since then I've entered
contests and been in demand
for exhibitions. Winning the
driving championship in the
last two PGA tournaments
hasn't hurt my reputation
any."
Big Cat's winning shot
Tuesday soared 353 yards, 24
inches, counting the roll over
the baked fairway-46 yards
farther than his first prize
effort at Congressional in
Washington, D.C., last year.
Golf Digest Magazine,
which promotes the contest
and keeps a record of such
things, says the longest drive
on record was made by an
Englishman—E.C. Bliss—in
1913. Hitting from a 57-foot
elevated tee in Kent,England,
Bliss propelled the ball 445
— _ •
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ago!. reg. $13.99 a gal.
One cent Sale on
wallcoverings.
Buy one roll at the regular pnce and get a second roll for
one cent Flora's. stripes and patterns from Sundance.
Handi-Hang and Debut IV Collections Single rolls $2.75
to $12 95 Limited quantities on some patterns. Al! in
double-rolls
Wallcouering Sale ends Aug. 22. .
4Ir
Save 2-1 a pal.
Style Perfect- latex well paint
aid Style Perfect- Sega Enema
latex wall paint Satin Enamel
SALE SALE
$1 I 911
a go/ a go
reg $10 93 reg $11 93
Paint Sale
ends Sept 6
fret *cored* serokeP s e Mutt, Chers411•04avericato(rfse r oar Weeded credit tortes.
1600 stores iscludias one sear yon.
Southside Manor Shopping Center
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O'Brien, wide receiver; Billy
Lemons, offensive tackle;
John Harvey, running back.
Placed on injured reserved
list Robert Jackson,
linebacker; Mike Budrow,





Released Joe Dawkins and
Altie Taylor, running backs;
Dennis Havig, offensive
guard; Ove Johansson,
kicker, Samaji Adi Akili,
defensive back; Willie Lister,






LOS ANGELES RAMS —
Signed Tom Mack, guard.
NEW ENGLAND PAT-
RIOTS — Signed Horace
ivory, halfback.
NEW YORK JETS —
Acquired Billy Hardee,
cornerback, from the Denver
Broncos on waivers; released
Steve Taylor, cornerback.
OAKLAND RAIDERS —
Placed on waivers Mary
Hubbard, fullback; Horace
Jones, defensive end; Marvin
Upshaw, defensive lineman:
Manfred Moore and Terry
Kunz, running back; Duane







Signed Bobby Wilson, guard.
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS —
Signed Dennis Forrest, guard
PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZ-
ERS — Traded Robin Jones,
center, to the Houston Rockets
for Tom Owens, center, and an

















— Named Dave Clements
head coach. The Caribous will




— Named Frederick La
Plante, assistant track and
field coach.
Racers Picked Fourth In
Pre-Season League Poll
Murray State's Racers, though picked to finish only fourth
in the league, had five players named to the All-OVC pre-
season team at the Ohio Valley Conference Football Press
Day in Nashville Wednesday.
Picked for the All-Conference team were defensive back
Eddie McFarland, defensive tackle Bruce Martin, punter
Wes Furgerson, tight end David Thomas and kicking
specialist Hank Lagorce.
To the surprise of nobody, Eastern Kentucky was voted as
the team to beat in the league race. Tennessee Tech was nab-
bed for second.
The only real surprise was Western Kentucky being picked
for third place over Murray. Rounding out the selections
were Middle Tennessee fifth, East Tennessee sixth,
Morehead seventh and Austin Peay eighth.
All eight of the head coaches in the league were on hand
and discussed their program.
Racers To Be Welcomed
Back To Town Saturday
Some 100 football players will report for fall practice at
Murray State University this weekend.
The Racer squad will be welcomed by the Murray Big M
Club at a barbecue at Stewart Stadium Saturday night.
Players will take physical examinations and check out equip-
ment Sunday. Two-a-day practice sessions will begin Mon-
day. The first session will begin at 9 a.m., the second at 3 p.m.
After three days of practice in shorts, the squad will begin
work in pads Thursday. The first major scrimmage will be
Saturday.
The Racers will open their 11-game schedule Sept. 3 at
Southeast Missouri. Their first home game will be Sept. 24
against Tennessee Tech.
Thirty-three lettermen will be back fromlast year's team
which finished third in the Ohio Valley Conference. Coach
Bill Furgerson says that if his team continues to improve on a
good spring practice it could make a strong challenge for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
GARAGES
Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages
We Urge You To Compare"
Any Kind—Anywhere—Anytime


















id *ROW Trigg Gluey





Best Time To See
Homes & Garages
P.O. Ws 669 Ihrf West Goat, Ky. Phew 1.502-522446$
New Owned S. Opon9od Steve Emery L Roger Thema
•
WIN TITLE—The Tots won the T-Ball championship of the East Calloway Baseball Association.
Top row, left to right, are coaches Janice Edmonson, Janice McCuiston and Mary Bynum. Middle
row, Michael Ross, Chad Young, Kim Bynum and Beth Woodall. Front row Scurry Bynum, airis
Hole, Doren McCuiston, Connie Ross and DeAnn McCuiston.
Night Of Marathons In




playing in the National
League.
The baseball game, not the
movie.
There was plenty of extra-
curricular activity in
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
San Diego Wednesday night,
resulting in the following
overtime for ballplayers and
fans:
—In Philadelphia, the
Phillies and Montreal Expos
played for nearly 10 hours
before completing a rain-
drenched, twinight
doubleheader that ended with
6-1, 6-1 sweep for the home
team.
—In Pittsburgh, the Pirates
struggled for nearly five hours
before subduing the Chicago
Cubs 2-1 in 18 innings.
—And in San Diego, the
Padres swept the Atlanta
Braves, but not before playing
an 11-inning game in the
nightcap. The scores were 8-6
and 2-1 and the time was
nearly six hours.
"It was the longest rain
delay I ever sat through," said
Larry Christenson of the
Phillies, who pitched a two-
hitter in the opener. "I didn't
think we'd ever start again."
There were two rain delays
in the opener—at the start,
when the game was held up by
an hour and three minutes,
and in the third inning, when
the contest was halted for two
hours and 27 minutes.
Christenson didn't know it,
but umpire John Kibler was
three minutes away from
calling the game. Kibler had
told the Phillies' vice
president, Bill Giles, "I'll give
it five minutes more and if it
doesn't stop, I'll call the
game." Two minutes later,
the rain stopped.
The doubleheader took nine
hours and 48 minutes to play,
winding up at 3:30 a.m., EDT.
In Pittsburgh, only one
game was scheduled, but the
teams eventually managed
to play a doubleheader,
anyway.
Ed Ott, who spent 442 hours
hours watching from the
bullpen, finally ended it with a
pinch-hit sacrifice fly in the
18th inning.
-We had to finish it
sometime, didn't we?" Ott
said. "I was out there in the
bullpen for 17 innings, and we
had a lot of fun. A lot of fans
were hollering, 'I've got to get
up at 5 o'clock. Please finish
it."'
The Phillies bunched five
singles in a. four-run, fourth-
inning rally- that wiped out a 1-
0 Expos lead in the opener.
With one out, Garry Maddox,
Tim McCarver and Ted
Sizemore singled for one run.
Christenson faked a bunt and
punched a single for a second,
another came across on an
infield out, and Larry Bowa
singled in the fourth.
Bake McBride's two-run
homer in the sixth provided
the Phillies with their final
runs of the opener.
Greg Luzinski socked a pair
Jackson, Outland And
Burke Still In Tourney
Robyn Burke, Kathy Outland and Candy Jackson all
remain in competition at the Kentucky State Junior Closed
Tennis Championships being held this week in Richmond.
In the girls' 16 and under singles, Burke is playing second-
seeded Kathy Ramser of Louisville in the semifinals today.
In the quarterfinals held Wednesday, the unseeded Burke
won a 6-1, 6-2 match over fourth-seeded Claudia Craft of
Lexington. Burke won earlier round matches over Sally
Evans of Louisville and Jaquie Powell of Louisville.
Outland is the second seed in the girls' 14 singles. In the
quarterfinals Wednesday, she won 6-2, 6-2 over Sally Thom-
pson of Louisville. Outland goes up against fourth-seeded
Mary Mullins of Bowling Green in the semifinals today.
Third seeded in the 14 singles is Candy Jackson. She must
play top-seeded Gaye Nutter of Paris in the semifinals today.
Jackson won 6-1, 6-1 in the quarterfinals Wednesday over
Sally Thieman of Louisville.
In boys' 18 singles play, Brent Austin was defeated in the
first round and skipped the consolation round. Raymond
Sims lost 6-4, 6-Ito Brad Miners of Louisville but since that
defeat, has won three rounds in the consolation bracket and is
now in the round of 16. He won 6-2,6-2 Wednesday over Robby
Urbach of Louisville.
Also in the boys' 18 singles, Brad Boone won his first match
but then lost 6-1 and 6-3 to second-seeded Mark Behr of
Louisville. He lost 6-1, 7-6 in the, consolation round to Paul
Johnson of Richmond.
In the boys' 16 singles, Ashley Smock won two rounds
before losing in the round of 16 to third-seeded John Varga of
Louisville. Smock won one round in the consolation bracket
before losing.
Mark Overbey won one match before losing in the second
round then he lost his first round match in the consolation
bracket.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTA1E-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
1534434
of two-run homers to help the
Phillies take the nightcap.
The doubleheader sweep
made it seven straight vic-
tories for the red-hot Phillies,
who now lead the National
League East by 2'2 games
over the Chicago Cubs, and
are 312 ahead of third-place
Pittsburgh.
Pirates 2, Cubs 1
Ott's winning fly ball for
Pittsburgh came off relief
pitcher Pete Broberg, 1-1, and
scored Phil Garner.
Garner walked with one out
and took third on a single by
Dave Parker before Bill
Robinson was walked
intentionally to load the basts.
The winning run was scored
well ahead of the throw to the
plate by Jerry Morales, who
caught Ott's fly in medium
center.
The victory went to Larry
Demery, 4-3, who came on to
open the 18th inning.
Broberg entered the game
in the 17th inning after Willie
Hernandez and Paul Reuschel
had combined for 11 innings of
scoreless relief. Prior to
Demery, Pirate relievers
Grant Jackson, Kent Tekulve
and Rich Gossage had
checked the Cubs for nine
innings.
The game lasted four hours
and 56 minutes and 36 players
were used.
Ott also beat the Cubs
Monday night 7-6 with a ninth-
inning triple.
Padres 8-2, Braves 6-1
Rookie Mike Champion and
Dave Winfield combined to
drive in five runs and help
Randy Jones win his • first
game since May 19 as San
Diego beat Atlanta in the first
game of their doubleheader.
_ Jones, last year's National
League Cy Young Award
winner, continued his
comeback bid from arm
problems by working 52-3
innings and allowing three
runs on six hits before
departing with a 4-3 lead.
Gene Tenace's bases-loaded
walk in the bottom of the 11th
gave the Padres their victory
in the second game.
Dodgers 1, Reds 0
Rick Rhoden allowed only
two hits—both by Dave
Concepcion—and Los Arrles
scored an unearned run in the
third inning to defeat
Cincinnati. The victory raised
the Dodgers' lead in the
National League West to 1242
games over the Reds.
"There were some
brilliant plays behind me,"
said Rhod,en, crediting the
Dodger defense ss much as his
pitching for the shutout. "I've
gone into tifie eighth Inning
four or five times with
shutouts this year and let
them get away. This one was
very satisfying."
Cardinals 3, Mets 1
Roger Freed's two-run
homer in the second inning
and the combined five-hit
pitching of Tom Underwood
and Butch Metzger carried St.
 Louis over New York. The
seldom-used Freed hit his
homer off Craig Swan, 7-7,
after Ted Simmons had
opened the inaing with an
infield hit.
Astros 8, Giants 6
Cesar Cedeno singled,
doubled and blasted a two-run
homer to power Houston over
San Francisco. Cedeno's first-
inning double led to a run in
the first inning, he lashed a
two-run homer in the fifth and
his single in the ninth helped
the Astros score their final
run.
Willie McCovey had 1. 120th
homer of the season for the
Giants, a two-run blast in the
fifth off winner J.R. Richard,
Bosox Outslug Angels
For 11th Straight Win
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer
Mix together two of
baseball's best pitchers in
Boston's Fenway Park and
most of the time Fenway Park
will emerge as the winner.
"When the wind is blowing
out like tonight, you see some
crazy things happen here,"
Boston Manager Don Zimmer
said Wednesday night.
The only thing which didn't
seem out of the ordinary in the
Red Sox' 11-10 victory over the
California Angels was
Boston's victory. It was the
Red Sox' llth straight win, the
longest in the American
League this season, and
extended Boston's longest
winning streak since 1950.
The game, which had been
billed as a pitching duel
between California southpaw
Frank Tanana and Boston ace
Louis Tiant, was anything but
that.
Both pitchers had entered
the game without
surrendering a run in their
last 16 innings of work, but
both were hit hard. Tanana
gave up five runs in as many
innings, while Tiant was
battered for six runs on 10 hits
in five innings plus.
In other American League
action, Cleveland defeated
Chicago 6-1, Detroit beat
Milwaukee 5-3, Kansas City
nipped Texas 4-3, Baltimore
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Indians 6, White Sox I
Wayne Garland fired a five
hitter for his fifth consecutive
complete game as Cleveland
defeated Chicago to snap a
six-game losing streak.
Garland, who struck out two
and walked three, continually
forced the White Sox to hit the
ball on the ground. First-
baseman Andre Thornton
recorded 16 putouts, while the
Indians' outfield handled only
four fly balls.
Cleveland scored its runs in
the first five innings, as
Thornton, Bill Melton, Paul
Dade, and Fred Kendall
delievered run-scoring hits.
Tigers 5, Brewers 3
Jack Malt zecorded- his
first major league victory and
Ron LeFlore and rookie Steve
Kemp combined to drive in
five runs as Detroit defeated
Milwaukee for the third time
in four days.
Morris, making his fourth
appearence and third start,
gave up 10 hits and three runs
in 72-3 innings before being
relieved by Steve Foucault,
who gained his eighth save.
Von Joshua went 5-for-5 with
two singles, a pair of doubles,
and his sixth homer of the
season, while scoring twice for
the Brewers.
Royals 4, Rangers 3
Frank White's two-out two-
run single off shortstop Bert
Campaneris' glove in the
fourth inning produced the go-
ahead runs as Kansas City
won for the sixth time in its
last eight games.
Dennis Leonard, 12-9,
picked up his third
consecutive victory with relief
help from Larry Gura, who
earned his eighth save.
Texas starter Gaylord
Perry struck out 13 as the
Rangers had a three-game
winning streak snapped.
Orioles 5, Mariners 3
Ken Singleton smacked a
three-run homer and Elliot
Maddox blasted his first home
run of the season with one
runner aboard as Baltimore
won its third straight game to
remain in second-place 21't
games behind Boston in the
American League East.
Lee Stanton and Carlos
Lopez homered for Seattle in a
game which was delayed one
hour and 40 minutes at the
start and for another 19
minutes in the eighth inning.
Yankees 6, A's 3
Cliff Johnson's two-run
double keyed a five-run first
inning as New York
handed Oakland pitching ace
Vida Blue the earliest
knockout of his career and
sent the A's to their 12th
consecutive loss.
Graig Nettles walloped his
26th homer of the season in the
second inning in support of
Ron Guidry's ninth victory in
15 decisions.
Blue lasted just one-third of
an inning.
John Parker
can offer you the best
deal you can find
'NEW CARS • TRUCKS *USED CARS • TRUCKS
See us before you trade or lease
PARKER FORD
701 Main 753-5273
How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us for a real estate
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between hov.
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate vales are
' 'So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
-more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in, your pocket.
Call Us. We've got your loan.
valit • ".."
Large Loans nor homeowners.
Amottn-t-r0-11ontinly Months Total Of
Financed Payment To Pay Payments
$2,500
APR•
$ 7 3.1 7 48 $ 3,51 2.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Annual Perrentage Rate
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone: 753-5573
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
1;fin;ITFTvow liFvf. got yo u r Jos
NILar Up to SZ500.
KY-1
e
•-,-;;;•tedc...... • • Wrilizrect.40._ -9:<-21-'. 41Off` -Kesmelh•FAL-ea.M•Roselmalita-.•
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Your Individual
Horoscope
—  — Frances Drake
FUR FRIDAY, AUGUST 12, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gri-4
Controversial issues could
cause contention, endless word-
wasting. Don't join in. Rather,
listen to all sides and you will
arrive at the truth.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Study requirements;
discriminate carefully between
what's necessary and what's
not important in your schedule.
There may not be time for all,
but be sure to tend to essentials
fully.
GEMINI
( May V to June 21)
A swinging day if you're in the
mood. But care! Too much
"individuality" could get out of
hand, too much imagination
lead to freakishness. Avoid the
bizarre.
CANCER
t. June 22. to July 231
Be solicitous of fellowmen but
not to the point of being "taken
in." There are some who would
prey on anyone who will listen.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Accelerate the tempo of your
activities but avoid the un-
thinking haste that makes the
proverbial waste. You may
have to make some concessions
but they will pay in the long run.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
As with Gemini, you may
have tendencies toward the
unconventional. Watch out for
those who are highly erratic,
who'll try anything just to be
"different."
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —An'
Be prepared for changes,
perhaps some confusion. You
may take an unexpected trip,
have surprise visitors or
receive an unusual invitation.
merle'
At any rate, variety should
make the weekend stimulating.
SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/4C
Mars influences now en-
courage well-organized moves,
but you will need a great deal of
resourcefulness to cover all the
angles. Evening hours promise
stimulating social activities.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3e440
A conflict between business
and personal affairs may bring
on some tension. You can
•counter by isolating the
essential and getting it out of
the way.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vig
Take stock of your resources
and give thought to new moves
now — even if you do nothing
about them until next week.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
This should be a highly
stimulating weekend. Both
travel and social activities
promise to be most enlivening.
Romance also favored.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C'
Personal relationships
somewhat unsettling. Don't
become involved in the affairs
of others. Results could be
unfortunate.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect, a
magrwtic personality, great
versatility and a brilliant sense
of hurnor. You are objective in
your tliinking; would make an
excellent lawyer, judge or
business executive. You love
the theater and even though you
may not choose the stage as a
career, your flair for the
dramatic will express itself in
any field you choose. Especially
in writing or as a composer of
music will this gift shine out.
Traits to curb: impulsiveness,
overaggressiveness. Birthdate
of: Robert Southy, Eng. poet;
George Hamilton, film star.
Let's Stay Well
Compulsive Gambling
By FJ L. Blasingame, M D
Q: Mrs. W.M. writes that
for years her husband has
had the bad habit of gam-
bling. He has squandered
the family savings and has
created one financial crisis
after another. She says
that he appears to be com-
ing to his senses about such
bouts of wasting their
resources, and she asks if
any medicine or other
form of treatment may
help him.
A: Compulsive gambling
can wreck the life of the
person involved and dam-
age family members and
friends. As you mention,
your husband has been
wasting resources for
years.
The fact that he has
improved is somewhat
encouraging, but unfor-
tunately he may fall from
grace and indulge in an-
other episode at any time.
No medicine is available
that will benefit the com-
pulsive gambler or spend-
er.
Compulsive buying, of-
ten seen in persons who
spend large sums beyond
their means on clothes,
jewelry, or something they
feel compelled to possess,
is a similar compulsive
syndrome.
Such behavior is a form
of self-punishment. Gam-
bling and compulsive pur-
chasing appear not to sat-
isfy. They are carried for-
ward to the point of loss—
either loss of money in
gambling or loss of credi-
bility in overspending.
Carrying out the behavior
brings some sense of thrill,
but the loss results in a
diseased form of satisfac-
tion.
Such compulsions may
lead the victim to beg,
borrow or even steal from
family, friends or employ-
ers.
Compulsive gambling
may often begin in adoles-
cence. It may be more
difficult to detect than al-
coholism and should be
regarded as a serious per-
sonality defect. •
Individual and grOup
counseling may help ',by
giving the victim some
insight. Such support has
to be given over an ex-
tended period of time, Mid
many who need help often
will not persist in obtaining
it. Gambler's Anonymous
( with a membership of
about 5,000) is a national
organization designed to
provide ongoing assistance
similar to that of Alcohol-
ics Anonymous for alcohol-
ics.
The Survey Research
Center of the University of
Michipan places the num-
ber of compulsive gam-
blers in the United States
at 1.1 million, but other
authorities say the figure
is five or six times greater.
Compulsive gambling is
a major, damaging prob-
lem., The medical profes-
sion has only a little to







Baby Boy Garner ( Mother
Marshal, Rt. 2, Cadiz, Baby
Girl Zimmerman (Mother
Mary), Rt. 1, Bx. 171 A, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Evelyn S. Bowden and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tn., Mrs. Willie M.
Lane, Rt. 3 Bx. 195 E, Murray,
Mrs. Anne Deborah Clendenen
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Bx. 219,
Hazel, Miss Tina Ladon
Bogard, Rt. 3 Bx. 387, Murray,
Mrs. Marjorie S. Dunn, 601
Elm, Murray, James W.
Gentry, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda Hancock, Rt. I, Hazel,
David L. Hudson, Rt. 3,
Murray, Michael G. McNutt,
Rt. 8 Bx. 775, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy H. Mattingly, 2504
Gardiner Lane, Louisville,
Roger D. -Melton, 515 South
7th, Murray, Mrs. Jessie Lee
McClure, Route 1, Mayfield,
W. D. McClain, Rt. 1 Bx. 80,
Farmington, Mrs. Dovie A.
Grammer, 1207 East Blythe,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Vicki L.
Geurin, Rt. 6 Bx. 330, Murray,
William E. Barnhill, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Telus U.
Broach, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Abraham Harder, 503 Elm,
Murray, Rosa Hettinghouse,
208 Ash St., Murray, Mrs.
Jewel H. Parks, 625 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie T.
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Del Monte 1511 oz
Crushed. Sliced,





BEANS 59'Glass Pock- 18 oz











At Owen Food Mkt.





















BAGS 20 ct 99'
Flex Balsam
Normal- 16 oz -Reg $2.35 $ 1 39
SHAMPOO
Flex Balsam

































CORN 1 7 oz y
Del Monte 16 oz.
Whole Green
BEANS 2/69'
Del Monte- 38 or
CATSUP 99'
Del Monte 17 oz
Green Lima 'BEANS 49 
Del Monte Seasoned




































Pit Bar B. 0. Beef
American Cheese
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CPAs Offer Ways To Minimize Capital Gains Tax On Home Sale
So your children are grown
and you plan to sell your home
and move into smaller
quarters, but that house you
bought for $10,000 thirty years
ago is now worth $60,000. What
do you do about the $50,000
capital gain you'll realize if
you sell?
The Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants
has a number of suggestions.
First of all, they say, are
you sure your cost basis is
only $10,000? You can add to
what you paid for the house all
expenses incurred in
acquiring it, including legal




Also, go back through your
records and see if you can't
find evidence of capital im-
provements you have made,
which would increase the
basis and thus reduce the
capital gain. A capital im-
provement is any permanent
change that increases the
value of the property. It in-
cludes not only such things as
added rooms, dormers,
central air conditioning and
the closing in of a porch, but
also new walks, driveways,
storm windows, insulation and
landscaping.
If you don't have receipts or
canceled checks to sub-
stantiate improvements made
years ago, perhaps the
records can be reconstructed
with old photographs or the
testimony of neighbors. Im-
provements made with your
own labor can't be added to
the cost basis, except for what
you paid for materials.
In addition to raising the
basis, don't overlook anything
that will bring down the ad-
justed sales price. This would
include not only fees paid to
brokers and lawyers but also
the cost of advertising the
house and any "fix-up” costs
incurred during the 90 days
preceding the signing of the
sales contract.
A second suggestion from
the CPAs is to delay the sale of
the house until after reaching
age 65, for then the profit on
the first $35,000 of the adjusted
sales price is exempt from
capital gain tax. Only one
member of the couple has to
be 65 for both to qualify for
this exemption.
Also, the CPA society ad-
vises, if in selecting smaller
quarters you have a choice
between renting and buying, it
might be wiser to buy, since
that way at least part of the
tax on your capital gain is
deferred. (Until recently it
was possible in some cases to
avoid the capital gain tax on
appreciated value by leaving
the home to one's hiers, but
the 1976 Tax Reform Act
ended that provision.)
To defer a capital gain tax
on a home sale by reinvesting,
the replacement home must
be purchased within a
specified interval, so careful
timing of the sale and
Mobility And Architectural
Barriers Are Common To Many
More than 500,000 Ken-
tuckians share two common
problems, mobility and ar-
chitectural barriers, ac-
cording to Gerald Williams,





.the ages of 16 and 64 with
'severe handicaps, and more
than 300,000 over the age of 65
who have mobility problems
because of the aging process,"
Williams said.
Williams is one of the more
than 9,000 Kentuckians who
live and work in a wheelchair.
Twenty years ago, Williams
had-,a diving accident which
resulted in the paralysis of his
lower limbs and the partial
paralysis of his upper ex-
tremities. After obtaining a
Master's Degree in vocational
rehabilitation at the
University of Kentucky,
Williams started working in
rehabilitation services in 1964.
Because of the size of his
electric-type wheelchair,
Williams drives a van
equipped with a lift. "The
handicapped individual has no
public transportation and
must buy a larger car to ac-
commodate his wheelchair,"
said Williams.
Last month, Williams at-
tended the White House
Conference on Handicapped
Individuals in Washington,
D.C., and studied ar-
chitectural and transportation
barriers.
"In the future all modes of
public transportation will be
designed to accommodate all
the population and greater
public awareness of the needs
of handicapped persons."
Williams serves on the
mayor's committee for the
elimination of architectural
barriers in Lexington. "The
(Your purchase price up to














'Buy PRESTONE II AnttfreezeCooiont PLUS PRESTC•NE 10 Minutes
Radiator Flush Send us the purchase proofs mentioned
bestow, and we'll refund your total purchase pnce (up to
Si 00) on the 10 Minute Radiator Flush
• PRESTONE II Anftfteeze-inner liner tTOrT1 Kg) cop
• PK STONE 10 Minute Radiator Flush-cosh register receipt
withthe purchase price circled PLUS the AS number from
the bock of the can (AS Number is
MAR. TO FREE PRESTONE FLUSH OFFER
P 0 Son 1200. Chicasio. firm.40677
NAME  
ADCQESS
CITY  STATE ZIP  
Ore rotund per ?amity Void where prohi)ited, ticerved, restricted or
taxed Refund request must tre mode on the officioi order torrn




ultimate goal of the com-
mittee is to insure the right of
all citizens the free use of all
public facilities, streets,
sidewalks., and other public
places," Williams explained.
"We also encourage the
participation of the physically





What is barrier-free design?
"Basically, it is the design




begins in the parking lot.
There should be a level,
uninterrupted surface bet-
ween the lot and building."
Some of the basic
specifications include doors
with a minimum 32-inch
clearance, elevators with
room to turn around in a-
wheelchair, water fountains
no higher than 34 inches,
telephones within vertical
reach of a person sitting and
restrooms with stall openings
not less than 32 inches wide
and doors that swing out.
"Barrier-free design does
not cost any more and actually
results in the decrease of
accident insurance rates,"
said Williams. "In addition,
the wide doors and ramps
permit evacuatir4 in case of
fire."
The standards recom-
mended for aiding the han-







For a complete set of the
specifications for making
buildings and facilities ac-
cessible to, and usable by, the
physically handicapped,
contact Williams at (606 I 252-
0851 or Swain at (502) 564-4440.
In some plates along the
coasts of the United States, the
ground water table has been so
depleted that sea water has
seeped in and left wells useless
for drinking or irrigation.
DOLLAR
n Our Cash Pot This Week Win
3,2°1110
°iffy Pot Never Less Than 5100.00)








acquisition of the replacement
is essential.
You might also want to
make the sale fall during a
year in which you realize
capital losses, so these can be
-NM
used to offset part of the gain.
In other words, if you have
been holding stocks or other
assets that have fallen in
value, the year in which you
sell your house might be the
LARGE CANTALOUPE—Clifford White of Hazel Route
Two holds this large cantaloupe he grew in his garden.
The melon weighing 22% pounds, was ten inches in
diameter, and seventeen inches long.
time to get rid of them.
Another possible way to
reduce the capital gain tax is
to make the sale of the house
an installment sale, since tax
is due only on the gain made
during each tax year. The tax
on $10,000 a year for the next
five years is less than the tax
on $50,000 in one year. And if
the installment sale delays
realization of the gain until
after retirement, when your
income and tax brackets are
lower, so much the better.
To qualify as an installment
sale for tax purposes, the
CPAs warn, no more than 30
percent of the price may be
paid during the first year.
If, after following one or
more of these suggestions, you
still end up with a bundle of
taxable income, the CPAs
offer still another way to hold
down the tax: income
averaging. If you are eligible,
this lets you spread the
income over five years, which
-reduces the tax rate.
And if you are still unhappy
with your tax prospects, CPAs
have this final suggestion:
many retired couples, instead
of selling the old homestead,
convert it into an investment
by renting it to others, which
makes maintenance expenses
and depreciation tax
deductible. Unlike salary or





a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U S Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Women Who Drink Heavily
May Bear Defecdve Babies
Recent research reports in-
dicate that heavy use of al-
cohol by women during
pregnancy may result in a
pattern of abnormalities in
the offspring. termed The
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome,
which consists of specific con-
genital and behavioral abnor-
malities. . Both the risk and
the extent of abnormalities
appear to be dose-related, in-
creasing with higher alcohol
intake during the pregnancy
period. . .
Given the total evidence
available at this time, preg-
nant women should be partic-
ularly conscious of the extent
of their drinking.
This warning that women
who drink heavily risk giving
birth to deformed or retarded
children was issued recently
by Dr. Ernest Noble, Direc-
tor of the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alco-
holism. It has its origin in
suspicion and concern that
were first expressed by scien-
tists in the early 1970s and
that reached a height this
year.
At One medical center.
babies with the Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome tended to be
stunted in both growth and
development, with heads that
were small even for their un-
dersized bodies. Their facial
features showed a consistent
pattern of deformities Tested
on learning tasks, the infants
performed at a notably lower
level than other infants. The
babies had only one thing in
common: alcoholic mothers.
At another hospital, chil-
dren of mothers who drank
heavily were found to have
two to three times more con-
genital malformations, growth
disturbances, or functional
abnormalities than did the
children of mothers who
drank rarely or moderately.
Furthermore, heavy-drinking
mothers who either cut out or
cut down on alcohol during
their pregnancies had health-
ier babies than those who
did not
At this time, said Dr.
Noble, it appears that women
who drink as much as six
cans of beer, glasses of wine,
or mixed drinks a day during
pregnancy may have babies
with all the symptoms of the
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
while those who take more
than two drinks but less than
six may bear children with
one or more symptoms Be-
cause "safe levels of drinking
are unknown," says the
NIAAA statement, "pregnant
women and those likely to be-
come pregnant should discuss
their drinking habits and the
potential dangers with their
physicians."
•••(•$i COLdi,•• •••11.$1,•. 0,40 .'rorolll,•••04••• ant PM or PerisrCs, INC.
Buy in quantity!
Have Pepsi enough to last.
The 6-Quart 6-Pak.
_
Six resealable/retumable 32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.
The 6-Quart 6 Pak . six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi-Cola in Pepsi Cola's big-
gest take-home carton Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Cola plus the conven-





more than thirty•eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy pack-
age. It's the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last. Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry-back
carton is a perfect way to re-
turn your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with
Pepsi ,Cola's 6,Quart 15-Pak.











on Johnny Robertson Road
dkdadhilkiashe
Daily 11:00, 1:30, 3:30, 1:30
No 11:00 Sun. • S1.50 hulls, S1 50 Children
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
HerMarket
Federal State Market News Service
August 11,19n
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes, Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 473 Eat. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .50-75 nigher Sows steady 50
higher
US 1-2100-230 lba $44.25-44.50
US 1-3200440 lbs.  844.00-44.25
US 2.4 240460 lbs $43.22-44.00
US 3-4 X0-3110 lbs. .. 14230-43.4
Sews
US 1.2270-350Ibs. . . 835.00-3550
US 1-3300-100 lbs. 134.00-35.00
US 1-35004501bl.  835.50-37.00
US 2-33004001bl;   133.00.34.00
Boars 24.0047.00
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




Ashland Oil 3211 MC
A.T. & T. 6311 unc
Ford Motor 43% -k.
Gen. Dynamics 61 +11
Gen. Motors 68% -%
Gen lire 2611 -As
Goodrich 2511 +4
Gulf Oil . 211% unc
Pennwalt 33% -'•1
Quaker Oats Vs -41
Republic Steel 2311 unc
Singer Mfg. 2414 -4
Tappan 9's -44
Western Union 1911 +%
Zenith Racho , 22 +%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Mictugas. Corp.. of




McDonalds Corp 47 -i-4
Ponderosa Systems ION -1-11
Kimberly Clark  45 + 4
Union Carbide 471• -11
W.R. Grace Ni% +is
Texaco 29% -14
General Elec. 5414 -15
HAS unc
Georgia Pacific 27% As
Pfizer 26% -%
Jim Walters 29% unc


























on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
/916and 7 5 3-19 / 7
MURRAY MAN lost
wallet at Dairy Queen,
Paris, Tenn. July 23.
Wish to get in contact
with. Manager did not
tell the name or
anything. Write James
Bell, -Route 6, Paris.
Tenn.





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
BRING YOUR friends
and enjoy the beautiful































MOOERN LAB IN ANCIENT 605750%, PARK.. .1
LJ
Li'l Abner




LIKE A BULL IN ,
A CHINA SHOP.
S-4E S Out BUT SHE LEFT This
LIST OF JOBS FOR 'IOU TO DO
7'7-7
RC2NEY-- WANT—,





MY HANDS f 
fl I
THIS 15 WHERE RAW OPIUM
ARRIVES AFTER This...
RESERVED FOR FISHERMEN!
F050/CK iii/L1- ARREST- Ycy_./
BLIT OUR N(7Z/77/P/E-CE W/a--
-; FOLLOW YOL1— AND 6E7-


















































41 River. in Italy






















NIGHT AND. DAY. ‘‘'.4,V1--
ELSE AN vve Dej MTN




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low u24 cents. 8
X 10 1/2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking








that hath an ear, let him
hear what the spirit
sayeth unto the chur-
ches; to him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna,
and will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone a new name
written, which no man
knoweth saving he that
receiveth it."
Revelations 22:12,
"And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward
is with me, to give every
man according as his
work shall be." You are
invited to our Bible
study, for further in-
formation call 753-0984.
Card Or Thanlis
THE FAMILY OF Mrs.
Era Glover would like to
express our . thanks to
everyone that helped us
in anyway during her
illness and death. A
special thanks to all our
friends and neighbors
for the beautiful flowers,
and the food, thanks to
Dr. Marquardt, the
nurses on 2nd floor for











Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358. - -
Nights after 7 p.m. 753-
9514.
6 Help Wanted
LADY TO CARE for 3
children and do light
"housekeeping from 2 to
5:30 p. tn. daily. Call 753-
3939 or 753-6781.
MIDDLE AGE woman to
clean house, once a
month. Call 753-4821 or












FULL TIME motel maid.




perience in clerical and
light bookkeeping
needed. Send resume to





Personal interview only. Must
be 18 y ears of age or over
510 Main
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Made ready
Imitates 3
 Vast age
4 Saint tabbr5 Greek letter







































36 Stage play 45 Competent
37 Style of 46 Period of
automobile time foil




41 Attitude 51 Beverage
42 Unlock 53 Compass
44 Muse°, point
history 54 Near
1 3 3 4 .






























41 42 '. •...143






































Finance, 204 South 4th.
RESPONSIBLE
babysitter, part time.














Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32J, Murray, Ky.
$200 WEEKLY POS-
SIBLE stuffing en-









key person with ability








Oust Tow Om DISINISSI Area
Widener for And litetadly
Mops. No sass. Service pre-
established cccccc ts. la-
vestseess $2,500 to 512,500
essand Whivoaeory and
equipoose. Write. Weds
✓esse, address, teiepheee sod
three references to Perseasiel
Director, AMOCO, MI Aleut-
risk Id., Direispham, AL
35211, or ail collect (3n)
ste-sns.
12 insurance
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Diu
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WE BUY_ 'used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
4434515.
CHEST, refrigerator,
twin bed. Call 753-4785
after 5 p. m.
WANTED — furniture
complete sets or odd
pieces. Especially old
pieces. Call 7534127.
A USED GO,CART, good
condition. Preferably a
two seater. Call 753-7166.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
QUEEN SIZE box springs
and mattress. Call after .
6 p. m. 474-8842.
215 SOUTH 15TH ST.
Here is a 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home located
on a nice street and real close to schools. It has a
separate dining room, wall to wall carpet,
washer, dryer, built-in range and dishwasher.
This house is a real good buy at $29,250.
Yaw business is Amy, upprodowd W 11011ERTS OMIT.
0.2Liztmiamej ir
111111001115 153-31/4 PAT 1061110111434-1114 aui& ONO /53-4111
Lle HIM 431•545I A ROOM 153-107 MA IS 1534111i
Pith' FAH 7534316 LC OWE 153-511/ SAN OM 153411






has joined our staff










POGI 11 ENE MURRAY, Ky.
15 Articles For Sale
















coats, size 6 months
through 4 years. Nice.







are like new. Sizes birth
through 2 Toddler. Call
after 4 p. m. 436-2215.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2









washer and dryer, 72
Yamaha cycle.
Wurlitzer organ, baby





folding ping pong table,
$20. 8" black and white'
TV, $40. Basketball goat,
backboard, and pest.
$20. Antique wood bed,
make offer. 20" rotary
mower motor, good.
Needs housing, $10. Call
753-0476. /'
SORRY SAL is now a
merry gal. She used






PANTS AND TOPS, size
16. $3.00 each. Calt,753-
1733.
NEED AN EXTRA bed?
Sturdy and good con-
dition hide-a-bed couch,
$75. Wing back chair,
$30. Set, $100. Call 492-
8562.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3,4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation
1-2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. ,Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stai4rs at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 tents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross di Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
111111:111111111r -
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 480-2126 or 435-4263.
ONE reposlessed GE
6,000 BTU air con-
ditioner, $14.00 per
month WAC, for more
information call 753-
0595.
ONE repossessed GE 17"
color TV $14.00-• per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0596.
LAST GE 10,000 BTU air
conditioner in. stock,
$18.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0597.
USED WELL pump and
tank cover. Fully in-
sulated. Used
galvanized steel roofing,'
sheets. 24x 12 and 24
Call 489-2364. 1-
" 
HUSKY JEANS, waist 28
to 31. Leisure/suit and
knit pants, s‘ze 14. Shirts
and sweatirs, size 12
and 14. Call 753-7289.
EL CAMINO Gem top.
Also for sale 10"
Craftsman radial arm
saw with set of Dado
blades. Call 474-8849
after 6 p. m.
OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753.6767.
16 Home Furnishiro
6250 OR BEST offer will
buy this handsome plush
gold contemporary style
couch and matching
chair. $150 for queen size
mattress, box springs
and frame. All less than





$35. Double bed frame,
$15. One twin bed
mattress and springs,
$25. Call 7534981.
ONE USED white heavy
duty Westinghouse
washer and dry. $5.00




suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.








striped 3 cushion couch,
$75. Green tweed lazy
boy rocker, $75. See at
802 N. 20th after 6 p. m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Just listed...Nearly new two bedroom cypress
shingled home in Smithwood division of Ken-
tucky Lake Development. Horne features central
heat, new air conditioner, shag carpet, large
screened in porch. Owner will sell furnished or
unfurnished. Call Purdom and Thurman 753-4451
for an appointment.
Want to get away from it all and rough it like
grandpa! Call and let us show you a fully equip-
ped mobile home on a tree filled lot, situated for
total priVacy near Cypress Springs.
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS!
Fully wooded lot inLakeway Shores. Ap-
proximately 130' x 130 just a short distance to
Lakeway Shores dock and boat ramp.
One half acre lot, short distance from highway
94E on Pottertown Road, lot already has septic
tank, and hook up for all utilities. Ideal for
mobile home.
Lot in Keniana Development, lot joins T.V.A.•
easement.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
pee low/. located Soodaide Caws loom
7S349511 Oaso Der alloodieplatorday
kern Girl
7534117 nese 753-4451





209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 °Mee (Of one
color). 120 colors Else
Williams crewel
broidery yarns. m-
plete color line of
Columbia Minea 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida dotty for counted
thread ' embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete. line
tat& hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
/complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle










Products has them all!





after 5 p. m.
8 FT. BRUNSWICK pool
table, excellent 'con-
dition. $200. Tape player















Also hardware sails and 4
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
17 FT. BOAT with cabin.
Sleeps two. $1150. Call
753-7754.




speed bike. Very good
condition. Call 489-2349.
1973 ELDO CRAFT bass
boat, trailer, 60 horse
motor. Trolling motor






type Jon boat with
reinforced ribs and
remote controls to
Johnson 20 HP. Both
bought new in 1968 and











organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. I.onardo
Piano Company, across







Avoid Costiv Nome Itopars
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
nun Aimed /Ad /wood /vet 111
von. a. Rot Win comtrori nog
i.fsd.





16 FT. CAMPER pull
type. Oven-stove, porta-
potty, sink, self con-
tained, sleeps 6. Like
new. $1,600. 1975 model
Marlin boat, 35
Evinrude, gold-white
metal flake. Trailer with
chrome wheels, $4,200.
1976 Grand Prix SJ.
$4,595. Fully equipped.
Call 753-6015 or 753-6345.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses.
Healthopedic or foam.









ONE repossessed GE 25"
color console TV, $19.00




console stereos with am-
fin stereo 8 track and
turntable in excellent




stereo. Like new. E-Z
monthly payments, $15
month. J and B Music -
Magnavox, 753-7575.
REPOSSESSED 25" color
console. Less than 90
days old. E-Z' monthly.
payments. J and B
Music - Magnavox, 753-
7575.
FOR' SALE - Robyn 16
channel police scanner.
Will scan low, high, and
ultra-high frequencies.
Antenna, coax cable and
all popular crystals
included $175. Call 753-
4770 after 4 p. m.
27. Mobile Home Saies
1973 69 x 12 DOLPHIN




gas. Call 753-7360 or 753-
6832 after 5.
VINDALE TWO
BEDROOM 12 x 65.
Large expondo room.
Excellent condition, bet-
ter than new. See at
Riviera Cs. or call 753-
3280 before 5 p.m. or
436-5524 after 6 p.m.
27 Mobile Hcme Sales





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
12 x SO 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
East Elementany.
Excellent condition.
$8500. Call 753-0827 or
436-2130.





be seen in Murray. Call
1-395-4979 after 5 p.m.




FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p- in.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOUR MILES east of
Murray, 110 per month
plus deposit. Call 753-
8976.
12 x 60 TRAILER. All
electric with air con-
dition. On lakefront lot.
$65 month. Call 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM all
electric, air condition.
Water furnished. One or
2 boys. Call 753-095.1.
12 x 55 TWO BEDROOM.
all electric mobile
home. Water furnished.
10 miles East of Murray
and 1 mile off of 99 East.
Couples only. No pets.
$65 peronth. Cali 494-
2318.
A NICE SHADY spot for
mobile home. Located 3
miles South of Murray
off 641. Call 753-4645.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
801 MINERVA - Attractively arranged 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick home on beautiful corner
lot. Large sunken living room, dining room, den,
electric heat and air. Master bedroom has large
walk-in closet and built-in vanirf. Ap-
proximately 1800 sq. ft. of living area with 2-car




10S N. 12th Strilet
Audi. Moody
7534010 urban, Erwin





Warren Shropsh,rp . 753.1277
Homer Miller • 753-7519
Reuben Moody . 753-9036
PFaitTOrt• B. B. Hook • 753-387
MEMBER Of MULTIPLE LISTING
Legal Notice
30 Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq. ft. office and
warehouse. Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
OFFICh SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house
trailer. In or near town.
Call 753-0067.

















Available August 15. $75
month, water included.
Call 753-1960.
36 For Rent Or Lease
HOUSE FOR lease.











limousine bull. Call 489-
2153.
38 Pets Supplies
AKC WHITE TOY Poodle
puppies. Call 753-6413.
41 Public Sales
CARPORT SALE • on
Pottertovm Road off 94.





Sale. August 12 and 13.
1612 College Farm Rd. If
rain will be held
following weekend.
FOR SALE Old English GARAGE SALE,
Shentierd, 4 months old. Saturday, August 13. 9-
Call 753-0383. 3.1619 Keenland Drive.
AKC REGISTERED
Doberman Pinscher
pups, $100 each. Out-
standing litter. Phone
436-2336 after 6 p. m.
AKC REGISTERED
Weimaranter puppies,




Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
9 Poultrv Supplies
YOUNG DUCKS for sale.




Friday at noon, August
12. One melon or truck







furniture and toys, lots
of Avon. 94 East turn
right at Whites Electric







and Saturday. Call 1-247.-
0166 for pickup. Yard
sales welcome. Highway
45 South, Mayfield, Ky.
LARGE AND LP/AKE
Two story Gatesboro home with 4 bedrooms, Pi
baths, central gas heat, central air, lovely
drapes, fireplace in large family room, kitchen '
with built-ins, carpet, double garage. Everything
for gracious living and entertaining. Priced in
60s.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Moons 753-7724
Member of Multi* Listings
Guy Spank 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
lack Pernik 753-8961 Prentice Dom, 753-5725
I An Area or Tract of land in Murray and CallowayCounty, Kentucky bounded and described as follows:Beginning at the northeast corner of the intersectionof Sycamore and 12th Street (M1), thence running East215 feet to a point, thence North to a point 270 feet, then-ce West 15 feet to a point, thence North 152 feet to a
point, thence West 25 feet to a point, thence North 65
feet to a point, thence West 38 feet to a point, thence
North 145 feet to the centerline of Mulberry Street,
thence East 20 feet with the centerline of Mulberry to a
point that is 205 feet from the intersection of Mulberry
and 12th Street, thence North 152 feet to a point, thence
West 67 feet to a point, thence North 135 feet to the cen-
terline of Vine St., thence East 87 feet along the cen-
terline of Vine Street to a point that is 225 feet from the
intersection of Vine and 12th Street, thence North 90
feet to a point, thence East 75 feet to a point, thence
North 80 feet to a point, thence East 50 feet to a point,
thence North 100 feet to a point, thence West 135 feet to
a point, thence North 150 feet to a point, thence West 5
feet to a point, thence North 95 feet to the centerline of
Elm Street, thence West 50 feet along the centerline of
Elm Street to a point 160 feet East of the intersection of
Elm and 12th Street, thence North 190 feet to a point,
thence 45 feet East to a point, thence 139 feet North to a
point, thence 5 feet West to a point, thence North 155
feet to a point, thence West 10 feet to a point, thence
North 120 feet to the centerline of Poplar Street, thence
East 10 feet along the centerline of Poplar Street to a
point 200 feet East of the intersection of Poplar and 12th
Street, thence North 747 feet to the centerline of Math
Street to a point that is 200 feet East of the intersection
of Main and 12th Street, thence West 30 feet along the
centerline of Main Street to a point 170 feet from the in-
tersection of Main and 12th Street, thence North 215
feet from the centerline of Main Street to a point, then-
ce East 10 feet to.-a point, thence North 127 feet to a
point, thence West 5 feet to a point, thence North 185
feet to a point, thence East 25 feet to a point, thence
North 190 feet to the centerline of Olive Street to a point
200 feet from the intersection of Olive Street and 12th
Street, thence West 35 feet along the centerline of-Olive
Street to a point 165 feet from the intersection of Olive
and 12th Street, thence North 220 feet to a point, thence
West 15 feet to a point, thence North 275 feet to the cen-
terline of Sharp Street to a point 150 feet East of the in-
tersection of Sharp Street and 12th Street, thence West
30 feet with the centerline of Sharp Street to a point 120
feet East of the intersection of Sharp Street and 12th
Street, thence North 87 feet to a point, thence East 80
feet to a point, thence North 350 feet to a point, thence
East 15 feet to a point, thence North 105 feet to the cen-
terline of Payne Street to a point 215 feet-East of the in-
tersection of Payne Street and 12th Street, thence West
240 feet with the centerline of Payne to the centerline of
12th Street, thence North 185 feet along the center of
12th Street, thence West from the centerline of 12th
Street 420 feet parallel with the southern boundary of
the existing B-2 zone to a point, thence South 255 feet to
the centerline of Payne Street a distance of 395 feet
West of the intersection of Payne Street and 12th
Street, thence East with the centerline of Payne 135
feet to a point which is 260 feet West of the intersection
of Payne Street and 12th Street, thence South 90 feet to
a point, thence East 65 feet to a point, thence 390 feet
South to a point, thence Eel 5 feet to a point, thence
South 220 feet to a point, thence East 7, feet to a point,
thence South 70 feet to a point, thence East 3 feet to a
point, thence South 90 feet to a point, thence West 5 feet
to a point, thence South 110 feet to the centerline of
Olive Street, a point which is 185 feet West of the in-
tersection of Olive St. and 12th Street, which is ad-
jacent to the existing 8-2 zone, thence East with tilt
PUKIC NEARING
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing concerning the rezoning of the
remaining residential zones along 12th Street to 8-4
( Limited Business), from Sycamore to Chestnut.
The rezoning will follow lot depths on 12th Street,
however, on side streets leading into 12th Street,
thue rezoning will possibly involve the next lot ad-
joining the lot which faces 12th Street. The lots in-
cluded in the rezoning proposal are as shown below
on the map.
The Public Hearing will be held August 23, at 7:00
p. m. in the Council Room of the City Hall Building.







W. A. Franklin, Chairmen
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centerline of Olive Street 210 feet parallel with the existing 8-2 zone tp the centerline of 12th Street, thence South
with the centerline of 12th Street and parallel with the existing B-t zone a distance of approximately 441 feet to
the intersection of the centerline of 12th Street and Poplar Street, thence West 150 feet with the centerline of
Poplar Street to a point 125 feet West of the intersection of Poplar and 12th Street, thence South 101 feet to a
point, thence West 5 feet to a point, thence South 100 feet to a point, thence West 60 feet to a point, thence South
170 feet to a point, thence West 10 feet to a point, thence South 652 feet to the centerline of Vine Street, which is a
distance of 200 feet from the intersection of Vine Street and 12th Street, thence East with the centerline of Vine
Street 30 feet to a point 170 feet West of the intersection of 12th and Vine, thence South 122 feet to a point, thence
West 50 feet to a point, thence South 75 feet tea point, thence East 25 feet to a point, thence South 85 feet to a
point, thence East 25 feet to a point, thence South 281 feet to a point, thence West 39 feet to a point, thenceSouth
74 feet top point, thence East 35 feet to a point, thence South 110 feet to a point, thence East 9 feet to a point, then-
ce South 75 feet to a point, thence West 6 feet to a point, thence South 70 feet to a point, thence East 192 feet to the
centerline of 12th Street, thence South 120 feet with the centerline of 12th...aeet to a point, thence East-tifeet
fremthe;renterttne-ef-12ttrStreett011tel1D1?Ifof origin
• ..••••••••••••••











and ends. 703 Goodman.
Friday and Saturday 8-5
[LIM
YARD SALE, Saturday 7






13 8:00 until 5:00.
Morehead prints, organ,
clothes, plants. toys,
games, old fruit jars and
furniture. 1007 Payne St.
BIG TWO PARTY Ya,rd
Sale in Kirksey. Friday
and Saturday. August 12
and 13. Begin 7:30 until?
YARD SALE 219 South
13th St. Fri. de Sat. from
9:00 - ' Appliances.
some tools, odds and
ends.
YARD SALE - 530 South









GARAGE SALE - We're
moving. Furniture,
clothes, small ap-





BI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large




trees and lovely land-
scaped lawri. We also
have a neat white
stucco.. .10 minutes from




the teens. For further
information on these
homes, call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximatefy 35






702 Semi 1M Street
Phone 75332e3
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake ' property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 74341101 or 753-
7531.
NEW LISTING at 309
South 13th Street. Im-
mediate occupancy on
this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home on lovely
tree shaded lot. Home
has fireplace in living
room, abundant closets
and built in shelves, and
wall to wall carpeting.
Backyard is fenced and
has nice garden spot and
grape arbor. Priced to
sell fast at $30,500.





HOME AND 7 ACRES
located 12 mile south of
South Pleasant Grove










Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or cone by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND 4'2 acres
only 5 minutei'from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell





south 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
Come See Our New Store!
Factory Surplus - Name -brand merchandise.
Paris, Tennessee, 204 N-. Brewer Street. Drapes
and rods, sheers, bedspreads, all sizes, blankets,








MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
CONDOMINIUM IN KENIANA
Four-party condominium, Keniana Shores, 4
rooms, built in refrigerator and range. Com-
munity water. 13x19 living room, 135' lake front.
All furniture is in good condition and is included.
Approx. 300' from boat ramp. $16,950.
DONALD R TUCKER A FUR SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753.4342
4 Professronal Salespeople to Serve YoL
NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.   753-1930





100' x Mr LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.




is for the person that is
looking to the future.




LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom borne with 3't





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
< KOPPkItUDREALTYM
"Tour Key To Happy
House Hunting"
111 Main 753-1222
78 ACRE FARM with
approximately 62 ten-
dable acres. Also 25
ACRES with over 1300
feet of highway frontage
end priced at $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a
good buy.
ANOTHER CHOICE
LISTING - 3 bedroom
home and 12 acres.
Located 7'2 miles from
Murray. Large pole
barn on property and all
acreage fenced. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for information on
all our farm listings.
LOCATED 5 minutes
north of Murray just off
Hwy. 641 on Coles Camp
Ground Road. 3
bedrooms, family kit-





and modestly priced at
$27,900. For more in-
formation, call or come







46. Homes For Sale
ROOMY THREE
bedroom house. Two






BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
1'2 bath, family room-1
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostatically .







46 Homes For Sdle
PRICE REDUCED - 9
year old, 2 story, 3,000
plus square feet, 17





baths, carpet, 2 out-
buildings, fenced
pasture and hog pen. See
to appreciate. 7 miles
south on Hwy. 121,
Phone 436-2118.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM
house located close to
schools. Well planned




room and living room.
2't baths, patio and
garage. Call 753-3903:




Large 3 and 4 bedroom.
Fine quality Will
consider a trade to help
with financing. Call 753-
3672.




4 car body shop with air
compressor, located
approximately one mile




priced at 424,000 will
sacrifice for $22,000. Call
753-5170 after 4:30 p. m.




with fireplace in den and






acres on Dr. Douglas
Road. $22,500. Call 436-
5482.
THREE BEDROOM
house on 2 acres of land.
Three miles S. E. of
Hazel on old Murray and
Paris Road.. Call 247-
5426, by owner Sadie K.
Bucy.
HONDA SL 70. Girls 20"

















1974 HONDA 100 CC trail
bike. Good condition.
Will sell or trade for
older car or truck. Call
759-1054.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,800 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
Serene Setting
Quiet.drasf peaceful scenic yard -- private beautifully, lan-
dscaped patio -- *bedrooms - tri-level baths... For




Loretta lobs - 753-6079 Bin rayne - 753-979$ '
Helen Spann - 753-11579 Brenda lone,- 753-411411
-














FOUR 1178-15 L. S. Royal




radial tires. GH 70 x 15.
$25. Still have good
tread. See at 1305
Overby.
49 Used Cars & Trucks











49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 VW, orange,
automatic, radials,
radio and tape player.
Drives good. Must sell
this week. $650 or best
offer: Can be seen 803
Vine Street 5-8 p. m.
only.
1972 ELDORADO, triple
brown, all power, sun
roof, new tires. Call 753-
9635, after 5 753-0981.
TWO PANEL trucks. Can
be seen Boone Laundry
and Cleaners, 605 Main.
1969 Datsua 2000 five
speed sports car. Needs
work. New top last year.
Ftadials less than 4,000
miles. $500. Call 1-527-
9935.
1963 FORD straight shift.
1964 Chevy Chevelle
straight shift. 1958 Ford
pickup, straight shift.
Can be seen at 401 South
5th or McClures Garage.
Call 753-0170.
1974 PONTIAC Firebird,
white on white. Extra
Sharp. Call 753-5897.
1973 FOUR DOOR LTD.





Located in Calloway Co. just north of Blood River •
Over 300 lots • Already platted and recorded • Lake
access • Rood already constructed but needs im-
provement • Over 900ia of lots are wooded • Great in-
vestment opportunity and development potential •
Price $49,000.
Call Owners,
David or Lee King
753-8355











car, nkmotor. Call 753-
2290.
1965 CADILLAC, $325.
Runs good. Looks good.
Call 436-5548.
1974 BUICK REGAL
Landau. Dark blue with
white half top and white
interior. 350 power
steering and brakes, air
conditioning, factory
wheels, with new tires.
Excellent condition.
Reduced to $3,200. Call
753-8533 or after 5 p. m.
call 753-5945.














vertible in mint con-




tape. Cruise control. It
has it all! Call 753-5669
after 5 p. m.
1974 LINCOLN Mark IV.













49 Used Cars & Trucks
1963 VW, recently with
rebuilt engine. Runs
good. Call 767-3386 after
5p.m.
NICE 1974 LTD Ford, air




nice car. price reduced.
Must sell. Call 492-8407.
1964 CORVAIR Monza
coupe. Four on the floor.
Ideal for restoration.
Runs well. One owner
with original sticker. A
real collectors item. Call
753-7431.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD FUTURA, 4
door, power brakes, and





Priced to sell. Call 753-
1586 or 753-3590 after 5.
1968 CAMARO, $650. Can




and air. Rocket wheels,
new tires, new air
shocks. Good clean car.
Call 489-2188 after 5 p.
m.
Saturday, August 13,1:00 P.M.
Ram or Shies
LOCATION 17 and one-half mks soekeast ol Mayfield. 13 Wks Southwest of Mwtay,
3 and one-hit mks scelkag of In-City mu Swan Root new Beech Stove Caw
bertand Presbyter', Derck 2.1 mites with of Highway 91, just off Wats, Road.
Wald for ascii, arrows on Highway 91 end Higlmay 97
64 ACRE FARM
Obialidi
This farm lays level to gently rolling and presently has 45 odes in cultivabon
Bases include 4.71 acres fire cured. 7 acres feed vain, and 2.1 acres wheat
Improvements consist of a 5 room frame home which has sail to trail carpet
panelled vials, oil heat, large utility room, budtin porch. and a one car garage
There is a new 40)05' metal drive-through building, a 40'40' metal pole barn,
good tobacco barn, tool shed, 2 • 3,500 bushel grain bins with dryers, and other
outbuildings.
This is a farm with high producing and good improvements and deserves your
inspection
We will be happy to show property or assist with financial arrangements anyday prior to sale day
1aI6: 20% down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 90 days
OWIRS: Mr & His. David Miller
e.or.shelion
Real Estate & Auction Co
247-1385
730 Pans Road Mayfield, Kentucky
OFFIOE. 247.1355 ALA .1011. • SAVOY NO WAD tkAf NONE 247-1514
Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
?VIEW ---4•91t4,
SPACIOUS LIVING
Enjoy on ourstesiding imakty home with 3 bedrooms,
study. playroom, 21/ baths, fall istikty room, living
room, dining room, terrify room, kitchen end two car
germe The family room is 20 a 16 with e grecious
fireplace There is ceetrol heat mid sir, dispose, built-in
renge and cook top, dishwesher, and compactor. Call for
an appointment to move yoe into this cheerfel home.
COUNTRY LIVING
A bsoutrfu: hoot* sod two ocres on Locust Grove Rd. has
the advantage of country lvii,, yea went. Ti,. home has
1 bedrooms and 2 baths with a 21 a ti family room.
Over the carport is a 16 x 76 petit: mid for you moo - 20
o 20 wori shop and carport. An extollers bey for
S46,000
Reduced' I Owner wants to mil this lovely home et 1511
Glendale Rd. NOW In addition to the prettiest old *eh
tree in town, this home featares mem oilier 'limbs and
flowers. n", floor pion allows you to use this home as
either 2,, 3 bedroom home. Your pm-sone inipection is
knifed? Cell anytime.
FARM PROPERTY
ft yoe Sr. inforestmi in 30 acre fame with • 3 bedroom
halm that has hoes redecorated you me aMi
Pf"Perty There urn tam hems with • wort thOil suds 10
o 12 wash horse. Tobecce bases am BOO Ai burley mid
1.7f yped Mil* 20 scram readable end S eery iii
limber priced of SS/,000.
1216 Moires, - Lashley for yew first bens? *we's •
good Mks to start. Nell NW 3 bedroom., wall to isial
carpet, drapes, and ALL appliseces. If yes have e VA
elgiliiity why not use it? Cal as teem fermi oppt.
BEAT THE HUT
Now's the time to enjoy the refreshing pool that oc-
compassies this lovely home I Centerbary Estates. This
2 bedroom,, 2 MEM Name with • formel dining room is
ore of the most tastefully decimated hoagies he Murray.
Other desirable features include control hoot end air mod
• fireplace. For additiowal information and an ep-
pointioem call us anytime. 550,000 00.
OP-
PAYMENT MAKER!
This Mom*, only 1/2 Mocks west of MSU, lies 2 apart-
ments to help make the psyntonts. The home features 3
bedrooms, central heat end air, and lots of storage
arm. The backyard is fenced with • gard•II arm. Owner
leaving mid wants to sell soon, so col end let us show
yew this emlity built home. 519,500.00.
QUALITY LAKE PRIOPERTY
In noel of peace and quiet? That's what yea find im this
cony leg cabin featuring 7 beilreemis, well to well carpet
and five acres of Wad. Located a Me Marto" drive from
NW lake. Priced en $16,200.
REALTOR'
STOP, LOOK, LISTEN
Stop mooing II over Calloway Co. searching for your
new hem* end look and listen to this. Specious living
room, 3 bedrooms, over sized bath, leeway room with
fireploce, built-in kitchen, utility, lots of closet space,
and one car attached prey. Add i sun deck end lovely




This attroctive 3 bedroom, 2 bath home is located in
Fairview Acres just off 121 S. The let iso specioin 150' a
250'. It's jest far oomph out of town to be in the coon
try. Mises ceatral electric heat mid Mr and storm doors
and windows for energy conservation We'd be happy to
show it to you.
COUNTRY LIVING
This 3 bedroom Moine is located on Hwy. 7t3 just south
of 121 W. neer Stalls on perm. I ocre. This home has
electric hen and 2 window air conditioners. Two baths
with • "hewer and u den Nom could he used for study or
dining room are ortstending features of this home.
Priced M 534,000.
• COUNTRY CHARMER
This wtersctIvii 3 11•41reent hemp features large fireplece
in living to.., 1/2 liewS, pigsty of calahlests in bills-in
kitchen, litiRty sad carport. Two imieutffel rock gardens
add charm to this comifortable home. Priced t• eel art
531.000.
Call Us 7532MALL1 time
































3IE" X 30 31:1
19. Used Cars Trucks
1969 CHEVY MALIB(J.
1966 Buick Skylark. Call
753-8424 after 4 p.m.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double





SELL OR TRADE touring
motorcycle for van of
equal value. Call 436-
5601.
1977 DATSUN. Someone




1960 FORD pick-4, 6 cyl.
straight shift $275.00.
Phone 1-354-6217.
49 Used Cars I Trucks
1176 WHITE ON white
Cutlass Supreme. Call
753-6608 after 5 p. m.
1973 NOVA, 2 doors ex-
cellent condition. Call
753-6978 after 5.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1956 Chevrolet 327.300
has new motor. Four
speed transmission, new
raised white letter tires,
super trick wheels, new
air shocks. Call 492-8322.
1971 FORD TORN 10 SOO.
Two door hardtop,
power and air, low
mileage. Local car, A-1
condition. Call 489-2141.
1950 PLYMOUTH 4 door.
In good condition and
very nice. Call 345-2601
after 5 p. m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.





Moored, reedy to sm. Or buy • U-11•111 end moo. Complete end
reedy to essemble hi .p. 24s114 sionierd, but will precut say she
needed. Shop tie rest the emus to Custom hilt end bey Ow best
for less. CUSTOM BUILT MIAMI 1141ILDWGS 753-05I14
AUCTION
SALE
Saturday, August 13th, 10 a.m. 1/2 mile West of
Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 94. Four small
estates have been combined to make 1 big auc-
tion. Nice modern furniture, lots of antiques,
electric stoves, refrigerators, small appliances,
automatic washer, bedroom and living room fur-
niture, dining room furniture, antique poster
beds, rockers, chests and dressers, nice carpets,
linens,and drapes, antique cast iron heating
stove. Little antique wood cook stove, lots of
stone jugs and crocks, wine press, corn sheller,
oak dining chairs, hand, shop and garden tools,
depression glass, old china, 1963 Ford Falcon, 6
cylender, straight shift, a real gas saver. Lots
more goodies. For information call Chester and
Miller Auction Service, 435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn
Grove, Ky.
9. Used Cars & IluLKs
1971 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Nice and priced
right. Call after 4 p. m.
753-3928.













between Sand 7p. m.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
25 Fl. TRAVEL trailer,








actually large enough to
live in. Only been used
10 to 12 times and only as
a camper. $3500 about
half price. Call 753-43.
1974 NOMAD travel
trailer. 18', tandem axle,
self contained, sleeps 6.
Excellent condition.







14 FT. TRAVEL trailer,



















ficient service. NO Job









steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling; Call 753-
4707.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jinunie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2284.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
WILL HAUL LIME or
L&M Blacktopping, seal white rock or sand. Call
coating and repairs. For 753-6763, er






A newly formed Manufacturer of Molded Casting
is seeking a person with high degree secretarial
skills. Individual working toward or completing
an Associate Degree in Secretarial Science
would find this position attractive. Some
-previous experience with Accounting Methods in
addition to academic training would be helpful.
This position offers an excellent salary with
favorable long term advancement possibilities.
Benefits available.






home or industrial: Call














struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall





roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
L&M Blacktopping, seal


















Steam clean one room at
. 8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILL BABYSIT for child




437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
WILL BABYSIT in my




Company Inc. Air con-







FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor





metbed deem carpets es.-
USW -
MI pound portable power-
house does all the work
MECUM? -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a fraction the cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
=AD PER ROOM)
"A.® -









53 Feed And Seed
ALFALFA hay, 3rd
cutting. Pick up in the
field. Any amount. $1.50
per bale. Call 437-4419.
WHEAT STRAW, 1 bale
or 500. Clovis and Jackie
Byerly, Route 6,
Murray, Ky. Call 753-
4733.
54 Free Coiu rrn
FREE FIVE month old
puppies. Short haired,
part Retriever. Moving
must give away this
week. Will deliver. Call
436-2634.
MEDIUM SIZE female
dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
Mew. musielstherers of eliondeel spodelitios for the isdestrini,
institetissul sad cesimercial nuorims.
if you are • herd worker with • strong desk.?. amcmml, (soles
experience optima) we will inmost .es time end ineeey to help
you Weenie successful.
$200 to $350 wieldy drew end incentives egoist liberal cow
missions. Expense elloweece wiiNe waling. facollent fringe
Send Resume to: 8E011 FOREMOST CNEMICAL
P 0. Box 30310, Memphis, Tenn. 31130
An Equal Opportinity Employer
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
w• Ads must run titres consecutive days
No changes will be mode in copy
{, Paid days will run first
v-No rebate will be given if ad is amcelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
HOER OF RATS PAIN BONIER OF OATS FREE TOTAL BAYS RUN
3 1 4 _ 
12 
KOPPERUD REALTY'S HOUSE HUNTER'S GUIDE
Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for sale on the current Real Estate Market. Our sales representatives are available on a full-time basis
(at your convenience) to show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing  Service. We look forward to serving you.
WALLET WATCHER
Lots of home for the money with this 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath home located in quiet residential neigh-
borhood. Extra features include den with
fireplace, redwood deck for backyard relaxing,
and a price under $30,000. Don't delay - phone




Peaceful country living is your guarantee if you
purchase this brick 3 bedroom home and 23 acres
just listed. Attractive home at an attractive_
Price. Phone us today on this one.
44,
111 Kt di •
'
' .•
HOME AND 20 ACRES
Lovely modern brick home with many out-
standing features. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, large den-dining area with fireplace,
large utility room with lots of storage, enclosed
sunporch which would be ideal as 4th bedroom or
study. Attached 2-car garage, lovely lan-






Located 6 miles from Murray, this 3 bedroom.
1/2 bath home offers easy, happy family living at
a reasonable price. Home is situated on 11/2 acres
with lots of shade trees and two outside storage







Well-built older home in good condition, much of
home has been redecorated. Suitable for owner
to live downstairs and rent 2 apartments upstairs
or entire house could be rented as 4 apartments.
Good location close to downtown shopping.
Price is only $35,000.
•
GATESBOROIJGH NOME
This house has everything. 4 bedrooms, 2½'
baths, 11 closets, formal dining room, pegged
Oak floor den with fireplace. No way can this
many square feet be reproduced at this price.
Let us show you this beaut
•
LYNN GROVE
If you like lots of elbow room, this home is for
you. Home has nine rooms including 4 bedrooms,
11/2 baths and lovely kitchen-dining room porn-
bination. Located in Lynn Grove, this home is
situated on over one acre with beautiful trees
and garden area. 40's.
Your Key to Happy House Hunting
PRICE REDUCED $2500
Beautiful home in the heart of the city. Nine
rooms, 11/2 baths, two fireplaces - one wood-
burning, the other gas. A den that is ideal for a
home business or entertaining your guests. Let





Like new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in exclusive
neighborhood. Quality is the name of his home.
Let us show it to you. Priced in the 40's.
SOUTHERN COMFORT
This home provides plenty for the family
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaces. This
is one of Murray's most elegant older homes with
beautiful 'wood carved stairway and mantles.
Priced in the 40s. Immediate Possession.
Evenings Call:
George Gallagher  753-8129
Harry Patterson  492-8302
Geri Anderson  753-7932
Bill Kopperud  753-1222
•









The funeral for Jimmie
Billington, retired street
superintendent for the City of
Murray, will be held Friday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. William
Sullivan officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Roy
Knight, Owen, Guy, and
Mason Billington, Harley
Barnett, and Blane Cathey.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Billington, age 70, died
Wednesday at four a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. He and his wife, the
former Lucille Smith, who
survives, would have been
married for fifty-three years
on December 24 of this year.
They resided at 1302 South
16th Street, Murray.
Survivors are his wife;
three daughters, Mrs. Garvice
Paschall, Murray, Mrs. Jerry
Bynum, Gleason, Tn., and
Mrs. Gerald Walker, Murray
Route Two; four sons, Rex,
James, Jr., and Dan
Billington, Murray, and
Eugene, Detroit, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Sallie Williams,
Murray Route Six, and Mrs.
Maude Cook, Murray Route
Two; four brothers, the Rev.
D. W. Billington, Cadiz Route
Four, Calvin Billington,
Murray, Henry Billington,






The funeral for Mrs. Lola
Williams is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit-
taker and the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy officiating. The
Rev. Ron Hampton is in
charge of the music and song
service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Arthur and Jackie Burnette,
Jimmy and Johnny Williams,
Dan Boa, and Ricky Rick-
man, nephews. Burial will
follow in he Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Williams, age 77, wife
of Milton Williams' who died
March 17, 1976, died Tuesday
at 8:45 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of the First
. _Baptist Church. Murray. and
had retired from the
housekeeping department of a
Detroit hospital.
She is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Jimmy Rick-
man, Murray, Mrs. Lee
Burnette, Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Norma Stewart, Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Mary
Ann Cox, Royal Oak, Mich.;
one son, Earl Williams,
Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
Raymond and Willis Fielder,
Murray; seventeen grand-
children; eight great grand-
children.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
356.7.
Below dam 302.2 down 0.6.
Barkley-Lake, 7 a. m. 356.6
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.1, up 0.1.
Sunset 7:54 p. m. Sunrise
6:09 a. m
A. W. Russell Dies
Wednesday; Was
Merchant, Banker
A. W. (Boody) Russell,
Murray merchant and banker,
died Wednesday at 10:50 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 68
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The Murray man, a resident
of 321 North Seventh Street,
had been a merchant here
having been associated with
the Beale Hardware Store at
Third and Main Streets since
1945. Mr. Russell had been a
member of the Board of
Directors of the Bank of
Murray Since 1966.
Mr. Russell was a member
of the First Baptist Church
where he had served as a
deacon for thirty years,
chairman of the deacons for
four terms, church clerk,
treasurer, trustee, member of
A. W. Russell
pulpit committee and minister
of music search committees,
and a member of all major
building and improvement
committees of the church.
The deceased had been a
member of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons
for forty years and had served
as Master of the lodge. He was
a member of the Murray State
University Century Club and
Thoroughbred Club, member
of Murray Country Club, and a
former member of the Murray
City Council and the Murray
Electric Power Board.
Born December 19, 1900. in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Wesley Payne
Russell and Rosa Thurman
Russell.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mildred Beale_ Russell,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Jarnes, W. (Ann) Harris,
Chicago, Ill., and Mrs.
Michael (Mary Keys) Stone,
Palos Verdes, Calif.; two
sisters, Mrs. Charles (Mary)
White, Cadiz, and Mrs. Lucille
Hargis, Murray; one brother,
W. P. (Dub) RUssell, Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at ten a. m. at
the First Baptist Church with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles
officiating. The music will be
by the church chOir.
Active pallbearers will be
Joe Dick, W. C. Elkins,
George Lilly, J. D. Rayburn,
James 'M. Lassiter, and
James Parker. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Clayborne Jones'
Sunday School Class and
deacons of the First Baptist
Church, members of the
Board of Directors and the
employees of the Bank of
Murray, along with Dr. Hugh
Houston, Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Euin Jones, Ed Maddox,
Aubrey Cook, J. Matt Spark-
Man, Laverne Wallis, Sal
Matarazzo, Sam Spiceland,
Jim Ed Diuguid, Cook San-
ders, Grogan Roberts; and T.
Sledd.
Interment will be in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after









ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Services Today For
Robert L Canter
The funeral services for
Robert Luther Canter will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
James Shockley and Bro. W.
E. Skipper officiating. Burial
will follow in the Highland
Park Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Canter, age 89, died
Wednesday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. DeLina Burnett Canter,
332 Jones Street, Mayfield;
three daughters, Mrs.
Rebecca Lamb, Murray, Mrs.
Alan Brooks, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Codie Jones, Memphis,
Tn.; one son, Neal Canter, and
one sister, Mrs. Mollie Simp-







business man, died Wed-
nesday at 10:50 p. m. at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
To. He was 74 years of age.
The deceased operated the
McCuiston Auto Electric
Service here and was a
resident, of 810 South Fourth
Street, Murray. He was a
member of the Mason's
Chapel' United Methodist
Church.
Mr..McCuiston and his wife,
Fannie Ella, who survives,
were married August 19, 1933.
He was born April 10, 1903, in
Calloway County and was the
son of the late Charlie Mc-
Cuiston and Edna Grogan
McCuiston.
The Murray man is survived
by .his wife; one son, Jimmy
McCuiston, Murray Route
Five; three grandchildren,
Marty McCuiston, Don Mc-
Cuiston, and Lisa Murphy,
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
burial in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after ten a. m.
on Friday.
The first American flag was
flown at the top of Prospect
Hill in Somerville, Mass., Jan.
1, 1776. This flag, known as thf
_ttGrand Union," bore 13 alter-
nating red and white 4ripes,
but had the English cross of St.
George and the Scots cross of
St. Andrew.
• • .
Police said previously that
the same .44-caliber gun had
been used in all eight attacks
by the Son of Sam. Five
women and one man died,
three men and four women
were wounded.
The latest shooting was the
only one in Brooklyn. The
seven previous shootings were
in Queens and the Bronx. Any
charges related to those
crimes would have to come
from authorities in those two
New York boroughs.
One of the detectives who
arrested Berkowitz, John
Longo, said, "We were just
lucky we were there. We got
the right assignment."
Police were led to Berkowitz
by a ticket written for parking
too near a fire hydrant. The
ticket was issued the night
Miss Moskowitz and Violante
were shot, in the neighborhood
of the shooting.
Police said they found a note
addressed to them in
Berkowitz' car. The contents
of the note, printed in the
same style used in earlier
notes to the police and
newspaper columnist Jimmy
Beslin, were chilling:
-Because Craig is Craig
"So must the streets
"Be filled with Craig
( death)
-And huge drops of lead
"Poured down upon her
head
"Until she was dead.
"Yet, the cats still come out
at night to mate
"And the sparrows still sing
in the morning."
Police said Craig was a
deputy sheriff in Westchester
County, where Yonkers is




reports as to the origin of the
name "Son of Sam."
Police said Berkowitz,
whose mother is dead and
whose father, Nat, reportedly
lives in Miami, told them Son
of Sam was a 6,000-year-old
voice which had spoken to him
over the years. They said he
told them he communicated
with Sam through a dog.
The ticket was issued to
Berkowitz' car near Shore
Road along the Brooklyn
waterfront, where it was
illegally parked, police said. an overall pattern, developed
The connection between the by Perkins, for redoing all the
ticket and the shootings of exhibits on the first floor of the
Miss Moskowitz and Violante Old Capitol Annex. "The
came from a middle-aged primary purpose of the plan is
woman walking her dog, to eventually change the
police said. She apparently exhibits to blend in better with
came face to face with the the Italianate architecture of
killer, the building," she explained.
Police, who /refuse to The Victorian Room is
identify the witness, said the scheduled to open Aug. 27.
woman told them she saw Kentuckians who would like to
officers ticket the car. make a contribution to the
Moments later, a young Kentucky Historical Society's
man "came right up to her, Victorian period collection,
five feet away, and looked may contact Elizabeth
right in her face, saw that she Perkins or General William
was middle-aged, and turned Buster, the society's executive
and walked away. He carried director, (5021 564-3016.
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Try us.
'Son of Sam'
Welt drain your swamp, or build you a pond Clear a woods or build
you a road Grade your land or terrace it to stop erosion Fill a gully
or build you an irrigation ditch Anything to make your land easier
to farm more productive in yield We re an experienced Land Development
Contractor and use Caterpillar-built equipment, sold and serviced
by Whayne Supply Co And we can handle your earth problems for a lot
less money than you probably think It s your best deal for greater farming
profits all the way around Give us a call Well move the earth for you!
EARTH MOVERS
Route 1, Box 34
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(Styria Itiszawler - 753-1959)
'Continued From Page Our i
a dark object in his right
hand," said one detective. The
frightened woman ran home.
"She was standing on her
stoop unleashing her dog when
she heard the shots and the
squeal of a horn," said the
detective.
The woman, afraid Son of
Sam might stalk her, waited
four days before contacting
police. She told them about the
traffic ticket, and police
searched through all tickets
issued in the early hours of
July 31. It led them to
Berkowitz.





Three more items are
needed, then the new Vic-
torian Room in the History
Museum located at the Old
Capitol Annex will be ready to
open. Kentuckians can help
the Kentucky Historical
Society in this project if they
have a needlework fireplace
screen, a rococo piano stool or
a small whatnot to contribute.
"The whatnot is needed for
one corner of the room to be
used to display the china and
glassware of the period," said
Elizabeth Perkins, curator of
exhibits.
Perkins has been resear-
ching the Victorian period for
the past year and can
document each item to be
used, as well as the color
theme. Although the project
has been a total staff effort,
Elizabeth has done the
planning, the purchasing and
has supervised the work.
"We want to continue ad-
ding to the Victorian collection
and we will be changing the
art, furnishings and costumes
from time to time," explained
Perkins. "The room will be
changed to reflect the dif-
ferent seasons and to capture
the many moods of the Vic-
torian era."
The Victorian Room fits into
Discover/Of New -Drug-
Is Comparable To Penicillin
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Development of the first drug
capable of treating virus-
caused diseases is a "major
advance," comparable to the
discovery of penicillin nearly
50 years ago, health officials
say.
Scientists with the National
Institutes of Health announced
Wednesday a new
experimental drug, adenine
arabinoside, has been used
successfully to treat a rare
virus-caused brain disease.
Manufactured by the Parke-
Davis pharmaceutical
company of Detroit, the
unpatented drug, also known
as era-A, was administered to
28 hospital patients suffering
from herpes encephalitis, a
disease that dostraro 'vain
cells.
Dr. Charles A. Alfred Jr. of
the University of Alabama,
who coordinated the NI1-1-
sponsored tests at 15 medical
centers, said they showed that
ara-A reduced herpes
encephalitis mortality from 70
per cent to 28 per cent.
The virus that causes the
disease is a member of the
same herpes family that
causes chickenpox, shingles,
fever blisters and the venereal
disease, genital herpes.
The many infectious
diseases that attack humans
are caused mainly by two
kinds of germs: bacteria and
viruses. The discovery of
pencillin in 1928 led to the
development of antibiotics
that have been used
successfully to treat most
bacteria related diseases.
But viruses have remained
resistant to these and other
drugs. Until the development
of ara-A doctors have been
able to treat only the symp-
toms of viral diseases, not the
diseases themselves, and had
to hope the body would suc-
cessfully resist the virus on its
own.
If ara-A can be used
successfully in the treatment
of herpes encephalitis, there is
reason to believe it can fight
off numerous °Orr virus-
caused diseases, 4uch as the
common cold and influenza,
scientists said.
Herpes encephalitis, which
is difficult to diagnose, is
believed to strike thousands of
Americans each year, with
only one in 10 victims making
a full recovery. Most
survivors suffer serious brain
damage, and many remain
incapacitated for life.
"This is exciting news,"
said Dr. Richard Krause of the
NIH's National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious
Diseases of the new test
results.
"It is the first successful
treatment of a serious and
life threatening virus disease.
It opens up an avenue to a new
form of therapy for this class
of infections."
Alfred said the drug also has
been used successfully in
controlled tests to fight
chickenpox and shingles in
cancer patients and is being
used by physicians in treating
runaway herpes infections in
cancer and transplant
patients whose normal
resistance to disease has been
weakened by drug therapy.
But he cautioned that it is
too early to predict successful
use of ara-A aga,hst herpes
diseases or other viral
infections on which it has not
yet been tested.
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ff'S SUMMERTIME AND THE DODGE
DS AM EASY.
DODGE ASPEN WAGON.
Summer is here' And your Dodge Dealers really
dealin on all the great Dodge cars and trucks in
stock Dodges like the handsome Aspen wagon
Until it appeared on the scene some wagons were
either too big to maneuver easily or too small
to carry big loads Aspen changed all tharwith a
unique size all its own A cargo capacity and a
Smooth ride rivaling thine of some larger wagons
And Aspen's easy to maneuver' too With tour-door
comfort and room to spare Plus a long lest of
standard features including
Power *vont disc 'rear drum brakes
Electronic Ignition
Transverse torsion-bar front suspension
Unitiody consteuction
Factory anhrust protection
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